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The synthesis and characterisation of a large family of hexametallic [Mn
III
6] Single-





dianion of salicylaldoxime; R = H, Me, Et, Ph; X = O2CR' (R' = H, Me, Ph etc), 
Hal, O2PHPh or O2P(Ph)2; L = solvent) are presented. Deliberate structural 
distortions of the [Mn3O] trinuclear moieties within the complexes are used to tune 
the observed magnetic properties. These findings highlight a qualitative magneto-
structural correlation whereby the type (anti- or ferromagentic) of each Mn2 pairwise 
magnetic exchange is dominated by the magnitude of each individual Mn-N-O-Mn 
torsion angle. 
To shed further light on this intriguing family of nanomagnets, a large family of the 
analogous “half” molecules has been synthesised and fully characterised. These 
trimetallic [Mn
III
3] complexes can be divided into three categories with general 
formulae (type 1) [Mn
III
3O(R-sao)3(X)(sol)3-4] (where R = H, Me, 
t
Bu; X = O2CR (R 
= H, Me, Ph etc); sol = py and / or H2O), (type 2) [Mn
III
3O(R-sao)3(X)(sol)3-5] (where 
R = Me, Et, Ph, 
t
Bu; X = O2CR (R = H, Me, Ph etc); sol = MeOH, EtOH and / or 
H2O), and (type 3) [Mn
III
3O(R-sao)3(sol)3](XO4) (where R = H, Et, Ph, Naphth; sol = 
py, MeOH, -pic, Et-py, 
t
Bu-py; X = Cl, Re). In the crystals the ferromagnetic 
triangles are involved in extensive inter-molecular H-bonding which is clearly 
manifested in the magnetic behaviour, producing exchange-biased SMMs. These 





3] molecular nanomagnets are then exploited as building 
blocks to construct supramolecular architectures by means of host-guest interactions 
and coordination driven self-assembly. A number of discrete and infinite 
architectures based on the molecular triangle [Mn3] and various pyridyl-type ligands 
were obtained and structurally and magnetically characterised. 
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ac  Alternating current 
AF  Antiferromagnetic Exchange 
-pic  -picoline 
bpe  bis(4-pyridyl)ethylene 
bpy  Bipyridine 
BVS  Bond Valence Sum 
D  Zero-Field Splitting Parameter 
dc  Direct current 
DFT  Density Functional Theory 
EPR  Electron Paramagnetic Resonance 
Et-py  Ethyl-pyridine 
F  Ferromagnetic Exchange 
HF EPR High Field Electron Paramagnetic Resonance 
JT  Jahn-Teller 
[Mn12OAc] [Mn12O12(O2CMe)16(H2O)4] 
py  Pyridine 
QPI  Quantum Phase Interference 
QTM  Quantum Tunnelling of the Magnetisation 
s.e.  Symmetry equivalent 
saoH2  Salicylaldoxime 
sbz  Stilbazole 
SMMs  Single Molecule Magnets 
ZFS  Zero-field splitting 
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Complex Chapter Complex No. 
[Mn6O2(sao)6(O2CH)2(MeOH)4] 2 2.1 
[Mn6O2(Me-sao)6(O2CCPh3)2(EtOH)4] 2 2.2 
[Mn6O2(sao)6(ketoacetate)2(EtOH)2(H2O)2] 2 2.3 




[Mn6O2(Me-sao)6(O2C-th)2(EtOH)4(H2O)2] 2 2.6 
[Mn6O2(Et-sao)6(O2CC12H17)2(EtOH)4(H2O)2] 2 2.7 






OPh)2(EtOH)4] 2 2.10 
[Mn6O2(Et-sao)6(O2CPh
4
OPh)2(EtOH)4(H2O)2] 2 2.11 
[Mn6O2(Me-sao)6(O2CPhBr)2(EtOH)6] 2 2.12 
[Mn6O2(Me-sao)6(O2CC(CH3)3)2(MeOH)6] 2 2.13 
[Mn6O2(Et-sao)6(O2CPh)2(EtOH)4(H2O)2] 2 2.14 
[Mn6O2(Et-sao)6(O2CPh(Me)2)2(EtOH)6] 2 2.15 
[Mn6O2(Et-sao)6(O2C11H15)2(EtOH)6] 2 2.16 
[Mn6O2(Et-sao)6(O2CPh(Me))2(EtOH)4(H2O)2] 2 2.17 
[Mn6O2(Et-sao)6(O2C-Naphth)2(EtOH)4(H2O)2] 2 2.18 
[Mn6O2(Et-sao)6(O2C-Anthra)2(EtOH)4(H2O)2] 2 2.19 
[Mn6O2(Et-sao)6(O2CPh(CCH)2(EtOH)4(H2O)2] 2 2.20 
[Mn6O2(Me-sao)6(O2CPh(CCH))2(EtOH)6] 2 2.21 
[Mn6O2(Me-sao)6(O2CPh(Cl)2)2(MeOH)6] 2 2.22 
[Mn6O2(Et-sao)6(Br)2(EtOH)6] 2 2.23 
[Mn6O2(Me-sao)6(I)2(EtOH)6] 2 2.24 
[Mn6O2(sao)6(O2P(Ph)2)2(MeOH)6] 2 2.25 
[Mn6O2(Me-sao)6(O2P(Ph)2)2(MeOH)6].3MeOH 2 2.26 
[Mn6O2(Et-sao)6(O2P(Ph)2)2(MeOH)6] 2 2.27 
[Mn6O2(Ph-sao)6(O2P(Ph)2)2(MeOH)4] 2 2.28 
[Mn6O2(Me-sao)6(O2PHPh)2(MeOH)6].MeOH 2 2.29 
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Complex Chapter Complex No. 
[Mn6O2(Et-sao)6(O2PHPh)2(MeOH)6].MeOH 2 2.30 
[Mn3O(Naphth-sao)3(py)3](ClO4) 3 3.1 
[Mn3O(sao)3(Et-py)3](ClO4) 3 3.2 
[Mn3O(sao)3(O2CPh)(H2O)(py)3] 3 3.3 




[Mn3O(sao)3(O2CCH3)(H2O)(py)3].(py) 3 3.6 
[Mn3O(Me-sao)3(O2CCH3)(MeOH)5].(Me-saoH2) 3 3.7 
(Na)(PyH)[Mn3O(Me-sao)3(O2C-Anthra)(py)3]2[ClO4]2.py 3 3.8 
[Mn3O(Me-sao)3(O2CCH3)(py)4].2(py) 3 3.9 
[Mn3O(
t
Bu-sao)3(O2CC9O3H11)(py)3] 3 3.10 
[Mn3O(
t
Bu-sao)3(O2CPh(CH3)2)(MeOH)4] 3 3.11 
[Mn3O(Et-sao)3(O2CPh(Cl)2)(H2O)(MeOH)3] 3 3.12 
[Mn3O(Et-sao)3(MeOH)3](ClO4) 3 3.13 
[Mn3O(Et-sao)3(O2CPh)(C6H16NO3)(O2CPh)(H2O)2] 3 3.14 
[Mn3O(Et-sao)3(O2CPh(CF3)2)(EtOH)(H2O)3].EtOH 3 3.15 
[Mn3O(Et-sao)3(β-pic)3](ClO4) 3 3.16 
[Mn3O(Et-sao)3(Et-py)3](ClO4) 3 3.17 
[Mn3O(Et-sao)3(
t
Bu-py)3](ClO4) 3 3.18 
[Mn3O(Et-sao)3(EtOH)(H2O)2](ReO4).3EtOH 3 3.19 
[Mn3O(Ph-sao)3(O2C-Anthra)(MeOH)4].(Ph-saoH2) 3 3.20 
[Mn3O(Ph-sao)3(β-pic)3](ClO4) 3 3.21 
[Mn3O(Ph-sao)3(4Cl-sbz)3(MeOH)3]2(OH)(ClO4).2MeOH 4 4.1 
[Mn3O(Ph-sao)3(4Me-sbz)3(EtOH)3]2(OH)(NO3) 4 4.2 
{[Mn3O(Et-sao)3(4,4’-bpy)2(MeOH)](ClO4).1.5MeOH.Et2O}n 4 4.3 
{[Mn3O(sao)3(4,4’-bpe)1.5](ClO4).3MeOH}n 4 4.4 
[{Mn3O(Et-sao)3(O2CPh)(EtOH)}2{4,4’-bpe}2] 4 4.5 
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This thesis describes the synthesis of a large number of polynuclear manganese 
complexes and the study of their magnetic properties, in an attempt to understand the 
relationship between structure and magnetism. These complexes are then used as 
building blocks to create supramolecular architectures using various polycarboxylate 
and polypyridyl-type ligands. Many of the complexes reported are Single-Molecule 
Magnets (SMMs). An introduction to previous magneto-structural correlations is 
given along with a discussion of the main ligands used in this thesis. The 
phenomenon of single-molecule magnetism is then explained with respect to 
previously synthesised manganese complexes, along with a brief description of 
SMMs made using other 3d transition metal ions. 
 	
		
It has long been recognised that for polymetallic compounds, some correlation must 
exist between the type and magnitude of magnetic interaction and the relative 
positions of the metal ions. Magnetic studies on copper(II) acetate hydrate
1
 and basic 
metal carboxylates
2
 revealed antiferromagnetic interactions, from which their 
respective dinuclear and trinuclear structures, solved later,
3, 4
 were correctly 
predicted. Magnetic studies on polynuclear metal complexes started in 1952 when 
Bleaney and Bowers
1
 established a theoretical expression for the magnetic 
susceptibility of copper(II) acetate hydrate (Scheme 1.1) as a function of the 
temperature and the energy parameter J characterising the interaction between the 
Cu
II
 centres within the molecule. 
 
 
Scheme 1.1 Schematic structure of copper(II) acetate hydrate. 
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By the mid-seventies numerous complexes had been synthesised, whose J-
parameters were determined by comparing experimental magnetic susceptibility data 
with the appropriate theoretical laws.
5-7
 Many researchers then attempted to 
rationalise the sign and size of J in light of structural data. This allowed qualitative or 
quantitative correlations between structural and magnetic properties to be made 
(hence “magneto-structural correlations”) and constituted an important step toward 
the understanding of the mechanism of interaction between metal centres.
8, 9
 The 
earliest of these correlations was established by Hatfield and Hodgson who showed a 
linear relationship between the magnetic parameter J and the Cu-O-Cu bridging 
angle  in planar bis(-hydroxo)copper(II) dimers (Scheme 1.2),10, 11 with the Cu-O 
distance being less important. The crossover from ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic 
exchange occurs at approximately 97.5°.  
 
In the case of bis(-hydroxo)dichromium(III) complexes, both the Cr-O distance and 
the Cr-O-Cr angle are important; the major factor, however, seems to be the 
hybridisation of the bridging oxygen atom, as reflected in the variation of the angle 
between the O-H vector and the Cr2O2 plane.
12-14
 Other elegant correlations 
concerning bis(-halogeno)dicopper(II) compounds,11, 15, 16 dinuclear copper(II) 












 systems were also established. These correlations have shown 
that the type and magnitude of the magnetic exchange interaction depends on the 
bridge identity, the metal-metal separation, the bond angles subtended at the bridging 
 
 
Scheme 1.2 Schematic structure of a planar bis(-hydroxo)copper(II) dimer containing 
two chelating ligands, L-L. 
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atoms, the dihedral angles between coordination planes containing the metal ions, the 
metal ligand bond lengths, and the metal ion stereochemistries.
17
 
In recent years there has been a clear evolution from the initial studies in molecular 
magnetism
29
 that addressed mostly dinuclear complexes, for which a detailed 
experimental and theoretical analysis of the correlation between structure and 
magnetic properties has been established, to polynuclear metal complexes or 
“clusters”. Due to the increased structural complexity of clusters (especially so as the 
nuclearity increases) and the presence of many different exchange pathways in one 
molecule, a detailed study of the exchange interactions is often impossible. It should 
be recalled
20-23
 that for large polynuclear metal complexes it may not be possible to 
extract a set of exchange coupling constants (J) from magnetic susceptibility data 
since (a) the size of the system and currently available computational resources may 
forbid fitting or simulation, and (b) the existence of many solutions that perfectly fit 
the experimental data makes uncertain which is the physically acceptable set of J 
values. Thus, with a limited number of exceptions,
20, 26-28
 magneto-structural 
correlations are unknown for clusters. Even less developed is theoretical analysis: 
despite the important role (and much recent success) that theoretical methods based 
on density functional theory can play in this field,
20-23
 such studies have generally 
been employed to calculate J values (and to compare them with experimental data) 
or to help select a “correct” set of fitted values, rather than to obtain magneto-




Phenolic oximes (examples of the oximes discussed in this thesis are given in 
Scheme 1.3) are used extensively in industry for metal extraction from waste 
streams, mainly for the extraction of copper,
31
 and as corrosion inhibitors in 
protective coatings.
32
 They show a remarkable selectivity for copper(II) over other 
metals in pregnant leach solutions, notably over iron which is present in similar or 
even higher concentrations. Complex formation is favourable at low pH values of 
<2.0 to ensure that the iron remains in solution. The recovery of copper by solvent 
extraction produces around one fifth of the total world production of copper.
33
 The 
favourable selectivity of complex formation with copper is due to the copper fitting 
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perfectly within the cavity formed by two hydrogen bonded ligands, forming a stable 








 all form these 
mononuclear complexes with phenolic oximes.
34
 Another important feature of 
phenolic oximes is their ability to form polynuclear complexes as both the oximate 









 have been reported, with the iron chemistry of these ligands leading to 







It has been nearly 20 years since the discovery of single molecules that can act as 
nanomagnets at very low temperatures.
39-41
 Such molecules, called Single-Molecule 
Magnets (SMMs), can retain their magnetisation in the absence of an external field 
below a certain blocking temperature, TB, and represent the smallest magnetic device 
 
 
Scheme 1.4 The pseudo-macrocyclic cavity created via Hydrogen-bonding between 



















Scheme 1.3 The structural formulae of the phenolic oxime ligands discussed in the text: 
saoH2 = salicylaldoxime (2-hydroxybenzaldehyde oxime), Me-saoH2 = 2-
hydroxyacetophenone oxime, Et-saoH2 = 2-hydroxypropiophenone oxime, Ph-saoH2 = 2-
hydroxybenzophenone oxime, Naphth-saoH2 = 2-hydroxy-1-naphthaldehyde oxime. 
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that may potentially be used in applications such as information storage and quantum 
computation.
42-45 
Their behaviour is due to a large spin ground state, S, and a large, 
easy-axis (Ising) type anisotropy, characterised by the negative zero-field splitting 
(ZFS) parameter, D. The ZFS of the ground state creates an energy barrier (Fig. 1.1) 
for the reorientation of the magnetisation, U, with the MS = ±S lying lowest in energy 
and MS = 0 highest in energy. The upper limit for this energy barrier is given by S
2
|D| 
(for integer spin) or (S
2
–1/4)|D| (for half-integer spin). Due to the presence of this 
energy barrier, the magnetisation induced by an external field is retained when the 
field is removed and gives rise to hysteresis loops in magnetisation versus field 
studies (Fig. 1.2) below TB. At low temperatures the thermally activated reversal of 
the magnetisation follows the Arrhenius law (1): 
 
 = oexp(Ueff/(kT))     (1) 
 
where o is the pre-exponential factor,  is the relaxation time, Ueff is the barrier to the 
relaxation of the magnetisation and k is the Boltzmann constant. The relaxation times 
can be of the order of months or even years at very low (< 2 K) temperatures. 
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Because of their size SMMs truly straddle the quantum/classical interface and were 
the objects with which theoretically predicted quantum phenomena, such as quantum 
tunnelling of the magnetisation (QTM)
46, 47
 and quantum phase interference (QPI),
48
 
were first experimentally observed. QTM occurs between energetically matched MS 
levels on opposite sides of the barrier and can be observed as steps (relating to a loss 
of magnetisation) in the hysteresis loops (Fig. 1.2). This behaviour can be described 




+ E(x– y) + BgH   (2) 
 
The first term refers to the axial (z) anisotropy of the system responsible for the 
energy barrier which separates the +MS and –MS levels (Fig. 1.1). The third term is 
the Zeeman splitting caused by the applied field, H, and the second term refers to the 
transverse anisotropy in the xy plane which does not commute with the axial term 
allowing the +MS and –MS levels to mix and gives rise to tunnelling (Fig. 1.3). That 



















































































































Figure 1.1 Energy diagram showing the zero-field splitting of the MS levels for a 
hypothetical S = 10 ground state and the energy barrier (U) between the +MS and –MS 
levels. Re-orientation from “spin-up” to “spin-down” requires the magnetisation to go up 
and over the energy barrier. 
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Hamiltonian can mix +MS and –MS. In truly axial symmetry, QTM is [strictly] 
forbidden. In zero-field the +MS and –MS levels are equal in energy and this 
corresponds to the most favourable condition to observe tunnelling. When a 
magnetic field is applied along the z axis (Fig. 1.3) the pairs of ±MS levels are no 
longer degenerate and the tunnelling is suppressed, except for values of Hz = nD/gB 
(where n = 0, 1, 2...) when the levels are brought back into resonance again, 
corresponding to steps seen in hysteresis loops. When tunnelling occurs between any 
MS levels, this provides a faster relaxation for the magnetisation resulting in the 
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Figure 1.2 Magnetisation (M, normalised to its saturation value Ms) versus field 
hysteresis loops for a single crystal of [Mn12] showing the temperature dependence at a 
fixed sweep rate (top) and sweep rate dependence at a fixed temperature (bottom). Loops 
taken from reference [60]. 
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Figure 1.3 Schematic showing the zero-field splitting of the MS levels for an S = 10 ground 
state. Overcoming the barrier can occur through thermal activation (“up and over the 
barrier”; red arrows) or through quantum tunnelling of the magnetisation (“through the 
barrier”; green arrows) (top). When an axial field is applied the levels are no longer 
degenerate and therefore the tunnelling is suppressed (middle). When the levels come back 
into resonance at certain values of Hz the tunnelling occurs again (bottom). 
 
 
The majority of SMMs reported are made using the 3d transition metals, and 
amongst these manganese is by far the most common.
49
 Manganese is a popular 
choice for two fundamental reasons. 1) In polymetallic complexes, Mn commonly 






. Indeed it is rather 
rare to find reports of homo-valent Mn cluster compounds. Since the overwhelming 
majority (> 90 %) of nearest-neighbour metal-metal interactions are 
antiferromagnetic () the presence of metal ions in different oxidation states, and 
thus possessing different numbers of unpaired electrons, will likely lead to the 
stabilisation of a non-zero ground state. In other words, compared to other 3d 
transition metals, complexes containing Mn ions, are far more likely to have large 




) ions exhibit a Jahn-Teller distortion (Fig. 
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1.4), This reduction in symmetry (OhD4h) is crucial because it increases the 
anisotropy of the ion (dion) and thus increases the anisotropy of the cluster (Dcluster), 
since to a crude approximation Dcluster is a vectorial addition of dion. Thus, the 





There are two synthetic methodologies used by coordination chemists in an attempt 
to construct new complexes with SMM behaviour. The first, and most successful, 
method is serendipitous self-assembly, whereby ligands with various coordination 
modes are mixed with a metal salt in a suitable solvent and the outcome is rarely 
known.
50
 This approach has led to the majority of [and best performing] SMMs 
created so far, with the most famous being the formation of the first SMM, Mn12 
(vide infra). The second method involves using reactants [metals and ligands] 
possessing less (or no) flexibility in coordination so that the geometry and properties 
of the product can be [at least in part] predicted. This method is known as “rational 
molecular design” and typically involves the use of molecular Prussian Blue 
analogues (i.e. they are based on the  [M(CN)6]
n−
 hexacyanometalate ions,) in which 
transition metal ions have a number of coordination sites filled via polydentate 





 For example, reacting a Ni
II
 salt, tetraethylenepentamine (tetren) 
pentahydrochloride and K3[Co
III
(CN)6] leads to the formation of a series of CoNin 
species ranging from CoNi to CoNi6.
51


























Figure 1.4 Jahn-Teller distortion in a Mn
3+
 ion, showing both compression and elongation 
along the z-axis. 
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similar approach is to employ more complicated polytopic ligands which contain 
regularly spaced coordination pockets; for example the use of dihydrazide-type 
ligands for the formation of grid-like M
II
9 complexes (Fig. 1.6).
52
 Although 
aesthetically very pleasing to the eye (and chemically very beautiful), they have 
proved to be less interesting magnetically. 
 
 






 cation where 
tetren = tetraethylenepentamine. H-atoms omitted for clarity. Colour code: Co = cyan, Ni 
= green, N = blue, C = gold. 
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SMM chemistry began with the formation of the dodecanuclear complex 
[Mn12O12(O2CMe)16(H2O)4], hereafter abbreviated [Mn12OAc] (Fig. 1.7). It was first 
synthesised and structurally characterised by Lis in 1980, however the initial 
magnetic measurements reported were not interpreted.
53
 It took the serendipitous 
discovery of a similar complex by the Christou group almost a decade later, 
[Mn12O12(O2CPh)16(H2O)4],
54
 before [Mn12OAc] was fully studied by several 
techniques including high-field magnetisation, high-frequency EPR and ac 
susceptibility measurements. The complex was found to have a spin ground state of S 
= 10 resulting from the eight outer Mn
III


















(top). Tritopic ligand schematic 
structure (bottom), where R’ = H, R = Ph (2popp). H-atoms omitted for clarity. Colour 
code: Mn = purple, O = red, N = blue, C = gold. 
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 The out-of-phase component of the ac susceptibility 
(’’) displayed frequency-dependent peaks indicating slow relaxation of the 
magnetisation and this was confirmed by magnetisation versus field measurements 
exhibiting hysteresis when cooled to around 2 K. Along with S = 10, the ZFS 
parameter was found to be D = −0.50 cm
–1
, with TB ~ 3 K giving an effective energy 
barrier to the reorientation of the magnetisation, Ueff = 60-64 K.
40, 41
 Despite being 
the first SMM, the effective energy barrier for [Mn12OAc] remained the highest 
barrier recorded for over a decade. 
 





 in an acetic acid/water mixture. Since it is extremely 












2006, the Christou group synthesised the bromoacetate analogue 
[Mn12O12(O2CCH2Br)16(H2O)4] with TB = 3.5 K and Ueff = 74.4 K.
61
 The large 
[Mn12] family is the most studied family of SMMs with detailed analysis of both 
 
Figure 1.7 The molecular structure of [Mn12OAc]. H-atoms omitted for clarity. Colour 
code: Mn = purple, O = red, C = gold. 
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their chemistry and physics, and were the first compounds to exhibit quantum 
tunnelling of the magnetisation
46, 47 
and quantum phase interference.
48
 Although 
there are now many Mn SMMs – the reader’s attention is drawn to reference [49] for 
a recent comprehensive review – perhaps the most spectacular (and by far the 
largest) SMM synthesised is the giant wheel-like complex 
[Mn84O72(O2CMe)78(OMe)24(OH)6(MeOH)12(H2O)42] (Fig. 1.8).
62
 This results from 
the reaction of [Mn12OAc] with MnO4
−
 in a mixture of acetic acid and methanol, 
producing a molecule with a diameter of ∼4.2 nm. Despite its massive size, its 
magnetic properties are somewhat dull. Dominant antiferromagnetic exchange 
results in a small spin ground state (S  6) and a small effective energy barrier to 
magnetisation reversal of only Ueff = 18 K, approximately 50 K smaller than 
Mn12OAc and its analogues. 
 
For SMMs to function in real applications – however specialised they may be – the 
blocking temperature (TB) to magnetisation reversal needs to be raised. Despite 
massive interest in this area of chemistry over the last 20 years, until recently the 
original [Mn12] family of SMMs displayed the highest blocking temperatures. In 
2007, the Brechin group synthesised a number of hexanuclear complexes based on 
the [Mn
III
6O2(sao)6(O2CR)2L4] (S = 4, Ueff = 28 K) family of SMMs (where R = H, 
 
Figure 1.8 The molecular structure of the [Mn84] wheel-like SMM of reference [62]. H- 
atoms omitted for clarity. Colour code: Mn = blue, O = red, C = grey. 
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Me, Ph etc, sao
2–
 is the dianion of salicylaldoxime, L = MeOH or EtOH).
36
 They 
found that by using derivatised versions of the salicylaldoxime ligand (Scheme 1.3), 
it was possible to change the spin ground state from S = 4 to S = 12, leading to a new 
family of SMMs with general formula [Mn
III
6O2(R-sao)6(O2CR’)2L4-6] (where R, R’ 
= H, Me, Et, Ph etc; L = ROH, MeCN, H2O) with enhanced blocking temperatures.
63, 
64
 Substituting the ligand from saoH2 to R-saoH2 (Scheme 1.3) causes a subtle 
structural distortion to the core of the molecule, shown by an increase in the 
“twisting” of the oxime moiety (Mn-N-O-Mn). It was found that when the Mn-N-O-
Mn torsion angle increased above approximately 31.3°, the exchange between the 
metal centres would switch from weakly antiferromagnetic to weakly ferromagnetic. 
One of the complexes synthesised was [Mn
III
6O2(Et-sao)6(O2CPh(Me)2)2(EtOH)6] 
(Fig. 1.9) and was found to have the largest energy barrier for the reversal of the 





Figure 1.9 The molecular structure of the SMM [Mn6O2(Et-sao)6(O2CPh(Me)2)2(EtOH)6]. 
H-atoms omitted for clarity. Colour code: Mn = purple, O = red, N = blue, C = gold. 
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Iron (in the 2+ and 3+ oxidation states) complexes make up the second largest [albeit 
much smaller] family of SMMs, behind manganese, the most famous complex being 
[Fe
III
8O2(OH)12(tacn)6]Br8 (where tacn = 1,4,7-triazacyclononane) (Fig. 1.10).
66
 
Indeed this was the second molecule, after [Mn12OAc], found to exhibit SMM 
behaviour.
67
 Similarly to [Mn12OAc], the complex was discovered almost a decade 





 Subsequent experimental studies [for the first time] unveiled a plethora of 
beautiful quantum effects (QTM);
69-71
 the detailed physics discovered in this work 
laying the foundations for our understanding of the physical properties of molecular 
magnets. 
 
There are numerous nickel complexes that behave as SMMs, though almost all of 
them possess very low anisotropy barriers (despite the fact that dNi can be extremely 
large).
72
 The first synthesised was the wheel-like complex 
[Ni
II
12(chp)12(O2CMe)12(thf)6(H2O)6] (where chp = anion of 
 
Figure 1.10 The molecular structure of the SMM [Fe
III
8O2(OH)12(tacn)6]Br8 (where tacn = 
1,4,7-triazacyclononane). H-atoms and Br-atoms omitted for clarity. Colour code: Fe = 
olive green, O = red, N = blue, C = gold. 
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chlorohydroxypyridine)
73





There then followed numerous reports of ferromagnetically coupled 
Ni4 cubanes with S = 4 ground states
75
 that behave as SMMs, but the largest energy 
barrier to magnetisation reversal belongs to the complex 
[Ni10(tmp)2(N3)8(acac)6(MeOH)6] (H3tmp = 1,1,1-tris(hydroxymethyl)propane); a 
ferromagnet with S = 10, D = −0.14 cm
–1
 and Ueff = 14 K.
76, 77
 Incorporating highly 
anisotropic single ions into SMM synthesis is of course a very sensible idea since the 
magnitude of the barrier, at least to a crude first approximation, is dependent upon 
both S and D. Thus a natural extension to Ni
2+
 coordination chemistry is the 
examination of Co
2+
. One might expect the chemistries of these two ions to be 
somewhat similar and indeed there are also numerous reports of Co
2+
 cubanes 





(Fig. 1.11) with an S = 6 ground state and D = 
−2.78 cm
–1
. Other examples include the citrate-based (C(NH2)3)8[Co4(cit)4] with Ueff 
= 21 K,
79 
and the hexanuclear complex (NMe4)3Na[Co
II
6(cit)4(H2O)10] with S = 3 
whose central core is a cubane.
80
 However, in none of these examples – and indeed 
for any published Co “SMM” – is there clear evidence for sweep rate and 
temperature dependent hysteresis loops in M vs H studies. Strictly speaking, 
molecules with zero coercivity at H = 0 cannot be labelled as magnets. The 
explanation for this strange behaviour is still a matter of some debate, but likely 




) inducing ultra-fast tunnelling 
of the magnetisation; i.e. the tunnelling between +MS and –MS levels is extremely 
efficient and therefore very fast, and is manifested by the appearance of a very large 
step at H = 0 in the M vs H loops. 
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The f-block elements are the most anisotropic in the Periodic Table (as well as 
providing up to 7 unpaired electrons) and the recent observation that a mononuclear 
Ln
III
 complex could display SMM behaviour – a scenario unheard of in transition 
metal chemistry – was a remarkable modern development that has re-invigorated 





 (Ln = Tb, Dy; Pc = phthalocyanine) show beautiful hysteresis 
loops in single crystal micro-SQUID studies (Fig 1.12).
82
 The origin of this 
relaxation behaviour is complicated [and different to that seen in the transition 
metals] but is thought to arise from the zero-field splitting of the ground state angular 
momentum (J) when placed in certain ligand field symmetries, with the anisotropy 
derived from the sub levels having a large Jz value, thus achieving an easy axis of 
magnetisation.  
 
Figure 1.11 The molecular structure of [Co
II
4(hmp)4(MeOH)4Cl4] (where hmp = 
hydroxymethylpyridine). H-atoms omitted for clarity. Colour code: Co = cyan , O = red, 
N = blue, C = gold, Cl = green. 
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Since this publication several 3d-4f SMMs, particularly containing Mn(III) or Fe(III), 
have been synthesised including [Mn6Dy6(H2shi)4(Hshi)10(MeOH)10(H2O)2] (where 


















 Unfortunately detailed interpretation of their magnetic 
properties can be extremely difficult due to the strong, non-negligible spin-orbit 
coupling effects of the anisotropic lanthanide ions, and none, as yet, have a TB higher 
than [Mn6]. 
 			
CIF files for the complexes described in the following chapters can be found on the 
attached CD. 
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It is important not just to make new examples of SMMs, but also to build up families 
of related compounds so that structure-property relations can be investigated.
1, 2
 For 
example, such studies on [Mn12O12(O2CR)4(H2O)4] complexes have included 
variation of the carboxylate ligand,
3
 variation of the oxidation level by cluster 
reduction
4-6




As part of our interest in the modification and reactivity properties of known SMMs, 





 where R = H, Me, Ph etc, sao
2–
 is the dianion of salicylaldoxime or 2-
hydroxybenzaldeyhyde oxime (Scheme 2.1) and L a coordinated solvent, normally 














subunits linked by two central oximate oxygen atoms, with the remaining four sao
2–
 





triangles. The four ‘central’ metal ions are six-coordinate and in distorted octahedral 
geometries, while the outermost Mn ions have square pyramidal geometries with an 
axial contact of 3.5 Å to a phenoxide oxygen. These complexes display an S = 4 spin 




The initial stimulus came from the study of the origin of the ferromagnetic exchange 
in a reported oxo-centered triangular Mn(III) SMM based on the derivatised oximate 
ligand methyl 2-pyridyl ketone oxime (mpkoH, Scheme 2.1);
10
 this ferromagnetic 












 (R=Me, Et, Ph; L= py, MeCN, H2O, etc),
11
 is 
antiferromagnetic. We speculate that a structural distortion in the molecule caused 
primarily by the ‘twisting’ of the oximato groups with regard to the Mn3 plane, is 
responsible. In order to evaluate the relative importance of this ‘twisting’, we decided 
to use a family of ligands based on saoH2 in which the oximate carbon atom has been 
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derivatised to possess the ‘bulky’ Me (Me-saoH2), Et (Et-saoH2) and Ph (Ph-saoH2) 
groups (Scheme 2.1) in combination with ‘bulky’ carboxylates, and synthesise 
analogues of the Mn6/sao
2–
 family with general formula [Mn
III
6O2(R-
sao)6(O2CR’)2L4-6], where R, R’ = H, Me, Et, Ph etc; L = ROH, MeCN, H2O. The 
central idea was to investigate whether the additional steric bulk would enforce 







 and thus switch the magnetic behaviour from antiferromagnetic to 
ferromagnetic and improve the SMM properties. 
 
Scheme 2.1 The structural formulae of the main ligands discussed in the text. 
 
This idea proved to be successful with the synthesis of several new Mn6 complexes 
where we showed that it is indeed possible to significantly increase the spin ground 
state by controlled increase of the steric bulk within the oximate and carboxylate 
ligation. Specifically, the ligand-induced structural distortion (giving much larger 
Mn-N-O-Mn torsion angles) causes the ground state to increase from S = 4 to S = 12 





sao)6(O2CPh(Me)2)2(EtOH)6] has a record value for the energy barrier to 
magnetisation reversal, Ueff  = 86.4 K, with sweep rate and temperature dependent 
hysteresis loops observed in M vs. H studies at temperatures up to 5 K.
14
 
Initial studies on the first few members of this Mn6 family suggested a correlation 
between the Mn-N-O-Mn torsion angles, J values and Ueff. That is, the bigger the 
torsion angle, the larger (more positive) the exchange, and the larger the Ueff. To try 
and establish a relationship between the structure and magnetic properties for this 
family of Mn6 SMMs, a large number of examples need to be synthesised. 
This chapter begins with the synthesis and characterisation of 22 members of the 
Mn6 SMM family and highlights a magneto-structural correlation whereby the type 
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of each Mn2 pairwise magnetic exchange is dominated by the magnitude of each 
individual Mn-N-O-Mn torsion angle. 




/carboxylate complexes fully studied, one question that 
arose from these studies was whether the use of the bulky carboxylates was actually 
necessary and/or whether their presence at some point becomes a hindrance in the 
efforts to further distort the molecules. As a result we attempted to replace the 
carboxylate ligands with other negatively charged ligands, such as halides and 
phosphinates,
15-17
 to examine the effect upon the structural geometry and the 
observed magnetic behaviour. 
This chapter concludes with the synthesis and characterisation of a new sub-family 
of Mn6 complexes with the general formula [Mn
III
6O2(R-sao)6(X)2(ROH)4-6], where 









All manipulations were performed under aerobic conditions, using materials as 
received. CAUTION! Although no problems were encountered in this work, care 
should be taken when using the potentially explosive perchlorate anion. 
Two methods (A and B) were used in synthesising the twenty two complexes. 
Method A was attempted first, producing complexes 2.1, 2.3-2.7. When Method A 
was unsuccessful, Method B was attempted and yielded the rest of the complexes. 
General synthetic strategies: 
Method A. To pale pink solutions of Mn(ClO4)2
.
6H2O (1 mmol) in MeOH (EtOH or 
MeCN) were added the derivatised oximes (1 mmol), the corresponding carboxylic 
acid (1 mmol) and CH3ONa (or NEt4OH) (1 mmol). The solutions were left stirring 
for ~30 min, filtered and then left to slowly evaporate. In each case suitable crystals 
grew after a period of 3-5 days.  
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Method B. The sodium salt of the corresponding carboxylic acid was treated with 
equivalent amounts of Mn(ClO4)2
.
6H2O, the derivatised oximes and CH3ONa (or 
NEt4OH) in MeOH (or EtOH), again with a 1:1:1:1 molar ratio. After ~30 min of 
stirring, the solutions were filtered and left to slowly evaporate. X-ray quality single 
crystals grew after 3-5 days. 
 !
Diffraction data were collected at 150 K on a Bruker Smart Apex CCDC 
diffractometer, equipped with an Oxford Cryosystems LT device, using Mo 
radiation.
18
 See CIF files for full details. 


Variable temperature, solid-state direct current (dc) and alternating current (ac) 
magnetic susceptibility data down to 1.8 K were collected on a Quantum Design 
MPMS-XL SQUID magnetometer equipped with a 7 T dc magnet. Diamagnetic 
corrections were applied to the observed paramagnetic susceptibilities using Pascal’s 
constants. Magnetic studies below 1.8 K were carried out on single crystals using a 








All twenty two complexes display very similar molecular structures; interatomic 
distances and angles relevant to the discussion herein are shown in Table 2.1 (page 
46). All molecules possess an inversion centre, besides complex 2.9 which lacks any 
molecular symmetry. They can be described (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2) as consisting of two 




 triangular subunits linked via two ‘central’ 





core. The bridging between neighbouring Mn 
ions within each triangle occurs through an NO oximate group, such that each Mn2 
pair forms a -Mn-N-O-Mn- moiety, and thus the Mn3 triangle a (-Mn-O-N-)3 ring. In 
all complexes the coordination spheres of the Mn ions are completed by two terminal 
carboxylates (one on each triangle; except for complexes 2.1, 2.3-2.5 where the 
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carboxylates are bridging in a 1:1: fashion), a phenoxide O-atom, and by terminal 
alcohol solvate molecules and/or H2O molecules. All Mn ions are in the 3+ oxidation 
state, as confirmed by a combination of bond-length considerations, BVS 
calculations
20-23
 and charge-balance with their Jahn-Teller axes all lying 
perpendicular to the  [Mn3O]
7+
 planes. 
More detailed structural comparisons show that we can subdivide the 22-member 
family into two general types, [Mn
III
6O2(R-sao)6(X)2(sol)4]  and [Mn
III
6O2(R-
sao)6(X)2(sol)5,6], as a consequence of the distortion imparted on the core via the 
inclusion of increasingly bulky oxime ligands. This is illustrated in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2. 
Approximately half the family appear to possess two symmetry equivalent (s.e.) 
square-based pyramidal five-coordinate Mn
III
 ions (Fig 2.2). On closer inspection it 
becomes clear that the Mn-Ophen distances vary greatly and range from a relatively 
short 2.374 Å in 2.17 to a rather long 3.524 Å in 2.1. These Mn-Ophen interactions 
form two symmetry equivalent bridges (when sufficiently close) between the two 
[Mn3O(R-sao)3]
+ 
units which add to the two ever-present symmetry equivalent Mn-
Ooxim bridges located at the “centre” of the [Mn6] cores (Fig. 2.2). [Mn6O2(Et-
sao)6(O2CPh
2
OPh)2(EtOH)4] (2.10) differs to all others in this respect by possessing 
a genuine five coordinate Mn
III
 situated at the periphery of the [Mn6] core and 
      
 
Figure 2.1 The molecular structures of 2.1 (left) and 2.15 (right) representing the two 
different structural types in the [Mn6] family. Colour code: Purple = Manganese, Red = 
Oxygen and Blue = Nitrogen. 
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Figure 2.2 (left) The [Mn6] core common to 2.1 and its analogues in which the 
carboxylate is bridging, showing the Mn-Ophen interaction involving a 5-coordinate Mn
III
 
ion. (right) The [Mn6] core common to 2.15 and its analogues in which the carboxylate is 
terminally bonded. The Mn-N-O-Mn torsion angle is denoted . Colour code as Fig. 1. 
isolated from any Ophen or Ooxim donor atoms. Table 2.1 shows that the Mn-Ophen 
distances decrease as the [Mn6] cores become more structurally distorted (the oximes 
employed are bulkier). The second major structural difference lies in the individual 
Mn-N-O-Mn torsion angles () within each [Mn3O(R-sao)3] unit which range from a 
minimum of 8.36º (in 2.4) to a maximum of 47.56º (in 2.10). As previously 
suggested,
24
 it is clear that the individual Mn-N-O-Mn torsion angles are relatively 
small when the underivatised (or “planar”) sao
2–
 ligands are employed in their 
construction (ranging from 8.36 to 29.83º), and become much larger (ranging from 





ligands are used. Finally, we can see that as the bulk of the oxime is increased and 
the triangles become more puckered it becomes impossible for the carboxylate ligand 
to bridge and it becomes terminally ligated instead of -bridging, with the vacated 
site occupied by an additional solvent molecule. 
In short, as we replace sao
2–
 with its bulkier analogues R-sao
2–
 we force the 
carboxylate to bridge terminally, the Mn-O-N-Mn angle to be increasingly twisted 
(non-planar) and the Mn-Ophen distance to become shorter. 
In general there are no significant intermolecular interactions observed between the 
individual [Mn6] clusters containing bridging / terminal carboxylates (2.1-2.22). In 
some cases non-bonding solvent molecules of crystallisation (MeOH / EtOH) act as 
H-bonding connectors, linking the [Mn6] moieties together via ROH…Ophen (R = 
Me, Et) interactions (e.g. as observed in 2.2, 2.3, 2.6 and 2.17). 
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Dc magnetic susceptibility studies were carried out on crystalline samples of 2.1-
2.22 in the 5 - 300 K temperature range in a field of 0.1 T. The magnetic 
susceptibility data obtained from each member were simulated using the 
MAGPACK
25 
program employing the Hamiltonians in (1)-(3) (Scheme 2.2) to 
provide the isotropic parameters S, J and g summarised in Table 2.2. Figs. 2.3 and 
2.4 show the MT vs. T data and, where possible, their associated simulations (solid 
lines). It is clear from Table 2.2 that the experimental data do not really allow for an 
unequivocal determination of the ground spin state since there are many S states that 
are essentially degenerate; for example, see complexes 2.7, 2.10, 2.11, 2.12 and 2.13. 
However, we enter the values from the simulations for completeness. The magnetic 
susceptibility curves obtained illustrate how, despite their structural similarities, 
complexes 2.1-2.22 show dramatically different magnetic behaviour.    






.3 +  1
.3 + 2
.3 + 2.3 + 2

























Scheme 2.2 Schematic detailing the 1, 2- and 3-J models employed to simulate the 
experimental data. 
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Figure 2.3 Plots of MT vs. T for complexes 2.1-2.22. The solid lines represent 
simulations of the experimental data in the temperature range 300 – 5 K. For parameters 
see Table 2.2. 
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The MT vs. T curves obtained for complexes 2.1-2.6 show dominant 





. In each case MT remains approximately constant before 
dropping more rapidly at temperatures below 100 K and reaching values of between 




. In the case of 2.1 a slight upturn in MT was observed at 




 at 5 K.  
Despite attempts to use the 1-J and 2-J models of Scheme 2.2, the data obtained for 
complex 2.1 could only be simulated with the 3-J model described by Eqn. (3), 
giving S = 4, J1 = 1.25, J2 = –4.6, J3 = –1.8 cm
–1
 and g = 1.99. A 2-J model (Eqn. 
 
Figure 2.4 Plots of MT vs. T for complexes 2.1-2.22. The solid lines represent 
simulations of the experimental data in the temperature range 300 – 5 K. For parameters 
see Table 2.2. 
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(2)) was employed to simulate the experimental data obtained from complex 2.2 to 
yield the parameters S = 4, J1 = +1.2, J2 = –1.95 cm
–1
, g = 2.01. Despite much effort 
we were unable to successfully simulate the data for complexes 2.3-2.6. The MT vs. 
T curves obtained from complexes [Mn6O2(Et-sao)6(O2CC12H17)2(EtOH)4(H2O)2] (7) 
and [Mn6O2(Et-sao)6(O2CC(CH3)3)2(MeOH)6] (2.8) appear very similar in line shape 





, respectively. In both cases MT remains constant until a 
temperature of approximately 50 K where a gradual increase occurs before reaching 










  at 5 K. Simulation of these data using the 2-J model (2) suggests ground spin 
states of S = 5±1 (2.7) and S = 5 (2.8) (Table 2.2) but with many (excited) states that 
are essentially degenerate. 
Magnetic susceptibility studies on complexes 2.9-2.13 show room temperature MT 




 K range which gradually increase with 














) extremes and suggest ‘intermediate’ (4 < S < 12) ground spin states, 
diagnostic of competing anti- and ferromagnetic exchange between the Mn
III
 ions. 
This is corroborated by the spin Hamiltonian parameters obtained from the 
simulation of the experimental data (see Table 2.2): a 2-J model was employed for 
complexes 2.9-2.13 affording S = 6, g = 2.01, J1 = 1.39 and J2 = –1.92 cm
–1
 (2.9); S 
= 7±1, g = 1.97, J1 = 1.76 and J2 = –1.92 cm
–1
 (2.10); and S = 9±1, g = 1.98, J1 = 
1.39 and J2 = –0.99 cm
–1
 (2.11).  The simulations for 2.12 and 2.13 give S = 11±1 
ground states. Again it is clear that in each case the presence of weak exchange leads 
to a situation in which many S states are essentially degenerate making assignment of 
a ground state difficult and in some cases perhaps inappropriate. 
The third type of susceptibility curve (complexes 2.14-2.22) shows a constant 
increase in MT with decreasing temperature indicative of ferromagnetic exchange 





 and in each case increase gradually before rising more abruptly in the 75-100 
K temperature region. The maximum MT values range between 49.71 and 69.95 cm
3
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K mol
–1
. All exhibit S = 12 ground states with S = 11 excited states at energies of up 
to 9 cm
–1
 (Table 2.2) above the ground state. The S = 12 ground states may be simply 
explained as a product of six ferromagnetically coupled Mn
III
 ions, while the S = 4 
ground spin states may be rationalised as two antiferromagnetically coupled (S = 2) 
[Mn
III
3] triangles which are ferromagnetically coupled to one another.




Mn pair is relatively weakly coupled with J values of < 2 cm
–1
 - in line 







indeed probably all, members of this large family exhibit non-isolated spin ground 
states,
24, 31, 32 
 the “nesting” of excited states on the ground state being a direct result 
of the weak magnetic coupling - resulting in the breakdown of the so-called “giant 
spin” model.
31, 32
 With this in mind and within the confines of our simplistic model, 
variable field and temperature dc magnetisation data were collected in the 0.5–7 T 
and 2-7 K field and temperature ranges. In each case we attempted to fit the data 
with an axial ZFS plus Zeeman Hamiltonian (4) by a method described recently by 








+ BgH                         (4)   
                                  
where D is the axial anisotropy, B is the Bohr magneton, z is the easy-axis spin 
operator, and H is the applied field. The results are summarised in Table 2.2 with 
representative plots given in Fig. 2.5. Complexes 2.1-2.9 possess relatively low spin 
ground states (S = 4, 5 and 6) with D values ranging from –0.75 to –1.59 cm
–1
, while 
the ferromagnetic complexes (2.14-2.22) in the lower half of Table 2.2 possess much 
smaller ZFS parameters ranging from D = –0.34 cm
–1
 to –0.44 cm
–1
.
10, 13, 24, 26-29
 A 
previously reported ligand field study on a sub-group of this [Mn6] family revealed 
the differences in their ground state anisotropies stem from the difference in 
projection coefficients of the single ion anisotropy to spin states of different total 
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Ac magnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out on crystalline samples of 
2.1-2.22 in the 2 – 10 K temperature range in a 3.5 G ac field oscillating at 
frequencies ranging from 50 to 1000 Hz. Fully visible out-of-phase (M) signals 
 
Figure 2.5 Plots of reduced magnetisation (M/NB) versus H/T for 2.4 (top), and 2.16 
(bottom) in the noted field ranges and the 2 – 7 K temperature range. The solid lines 
correspond to the fit of the data as documented in Table 2.2. 
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indicative of SMM behaviour (Fig. 2.6 shows those obtained for complex 2.14) were 
observed for all family members except for [Mn6O2(sao)6(keto-
acetate)2(EtOH)2(H2O)2] (2.3) and [Mn6O2(Me-sao)6(O2C-th)2(EtOH)4(H2O)2] (2.6), 
in which only the tails and not the peaks of the signals were observed. The ac data 
obtained were combined with single-crystal dc relaxation measurements performed 
on a micro-SQUID
19
 and fitted to the Arrhenius equation (5),  
 
 = oexp(Ueff/(kT))  (5) 
 
where o is the pre-exponential factor,  is the relaxation time, Ueff is the barrier to the 
relaxation of the magnetisation and k is the Boltzmann constant, to give the effective 
barrier to magnetisation reorientation (Ueff) for each [Mn6] complex. These data are 
summarised in Fig. 2.7 and Table 2.2 and span barrier heights between ~24-86 K. 
 
 
Figure 2.6 AC out-of-phase //M vs. T plot obtained for complex 2.16 in an oscillating 
field of 3.5 Oe and frequencies of 50-1000 Hz. 
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Temperature and sweep rate dependent hysteresis loops were observed for all 
complexes. Loops for complex 2.17 are shown in Fig. 2.8 and display hysteresis up 
to approximately 3.5 K at a 0.14 mT s
–1 
sweep rate. Each of the loops exhibit well 
defined steps due to the rapid relaxation of the magnetisation at a given magnetic 
field. However in each case the loops are rather complicated: step positions arising 
from the ground state transitions are difficult to assign, and it is clear that many 
additional features are present. These additional steps probably originate from 
resonant tunnelling between MS-levels of the ground state, which are shifted to other 
fields due to fourth order anisotropy terms,
36
 or from tunnelling between levels of the 
ground state and low lying excited spin states. 
This is perhaps not surprising given that in each case the susceptibility studies 
suggested the presence of low lying excited states in close proximity to the ground 
state, presumably as a consequence of the weak exchange between the metal centres. 
The result is therefore the unavoidable population of excited states even at very low 
temperatures. The presence of intermolecular interactions (H-bonded solvate 
molecules) in the crystal and the low molecular and crystallographic symmetry will 
also affect the loops but their relative significance to the tunnelling is difficult to 
quantify. 
 
Figure 2.7 Plots of ln(1/ ) vs. 1/T obtained from ac magnetic susceptibility data for a 
cross section of family members. 
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Figure 2.8 Magnetisation versus field hysteresis loops for a single crystal of 2.17 at the 
indicated temperatures and field sweep rates (bottom). M is normalised to its saturation 
value. 
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High frequency EPR measurements were performed on single crystals of complex 
2.2 (S = 4) and 2.15 (S = 12) to verify the ground state spin value and the zero field 
splitting (ZFS) parameters. Details of the experimental technique can be found 
elsewhere.
37, 38
 Fig. 2.9 displays easy-axis (B//c) temperature dependent spectra 
obtained for complex 2.15 at 331 GHz. With increasing temperature, several strong 
peaks labelled a, b, c, d and e are observed within the field range of the magnet, 
corresponding to the following fine-structure transitions: mS = –12  –11, –11  –
10, –10  –9, –9  –8 and –8  –7, respectively, where mS represents the spin 
projection onto the easy axis of the crystal. Weaker satellite peaks seen as shoulders 
on the main peaks appear to be caused by a slight D-strain in the sample, i.e. a small 
fraction of molecules experiencing different microenvironments and, hence, different 
(lower) D-values.
39
 Multi-frequency measurements enabled accurate determination 
of the following ZFS parameters for the majority species (strongest resonance peaks) 









g = 1.98(1) for this S = 12 complex. 
The inset to Fig. 2.9 shows the easy-axis spectrum for complex 2.2 obtained at 285 
GHz and 15 K. Several resonances are again observed, most of which can be 
assigned to fine-structure transitions within an S = 4 ground state, i.e. mS = –4  –3, 
–3  –2, etc. However, attempts to fit the entire spectrum using a single-spin 
description were not entirely satisfactory. Nevertheless, through combined multi-
frequency and temperature dependent measurements, we were able to ascertain that 
some of the peaks correspond to transitions within low-lying excited spin multiplets 
(labeled ES in the inset to Fig. 2.9).
40, 41
 The remaining peaks could then be fit to a 
S = 4 model, allowing us to determine approximate ZFS parameters associated with 








. The observation of 
excited state intensity in the spectrum of complex 2.2 is not surprising given the 
frustrated interactions within the triangular Mn3 units. 
The use of a giant spin description to fit the EPR spectra allows for direct 
comparisons with magnetic measurements. In particular, one can estimate the 
magnetisation reversal barriers for both complexes: 29.2 K for the low spin system 
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(2.2) and 75 K for the high spin system (2.15), i.e. an increase of 2.56, which is in 






Understanding the relationship between structure and magnetic behaviour in 
polymetallic cluster compounds is an extremely difficult task, and increasingly so as 
the nuclearity increases, since one must consider all contributions to the exchange, 
including, for example, the innocence or non-innocence of (terminal) co-ligands.
42-51
 
For the [Mn6] family this means we must consider the combination of four different 
ligand types (oxime, phenoxide, oxide and carboxylate) and the bond lengths and 
angles associated with each; and at least four different exchange interactions. A 
comprehensive quantitative analysis is thus rather difficult to achieve and will 
require theoretical input.
52-58 
In earlier work we suggested that while clearly all 
magnetic pathways must play some role in determining the size and magnitude of the 
Mn
…
Mn exchange, the dominant factor was the twisting of the Mn-O-N-Mn moiety 
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Complex 15, f = 331 GHz
      T = 15 K








































Figure 2.9 Easy axis temperature dependence spectra for complex 2.15 at 331 GHz. The 
inset shows the easy axis spectrum for complex 2.2 at 285 GHz, 15 K. 
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In order to shed further light on this we have examined all of the structural 
parameters in the magnetic cores of complexes 2.1-2.22. In particular we have 
examined the relationship between the observed J-value for a particular Mn
…
Mn 
exchange and (a) the out-of-plane shift of the central oxide - previous studies on 
analogous trinuclear systems have suggested an increasingly ferromagnetic 
interaction as this distance increases;
59





 species suggest a switch from antiferromagnetic to 
ferromagnetic at angles below ~ 120º;
11, 60




 distances; (d) the Mn-N-
O-Mn distances; (e) the Mn-N-O-Mn torsion angles, . An examination of the data 
of Tables 2.1 and 2.2 allows us to make some general conclusions: 
i) In all cases the exchange between the [Mn3] triangles appears to be ferromagnetic.  
ii) The exchange between Mn2 pairs is dominated by the Mn-O-N-Mn torsion angles; 
the larger the torsion angle, the more ferromagnetic the pairwise interaction; the 
smaller the Mn-N-O-Mn torsion angle the more antiferromagnetic the pairwise 
interaction.  
iii) Above a torsion angle of approximately 31
o
 the exchange switches from 
antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic, i.e. if  > 31o, then J > 0 (F); if  < 31o then J < 0 
(AF). When a [Mn3] triangle contains torsion angles that are both above and below 
this value the data can only be simulated using both F and AF exchange.  
iv) It is the individual torsion angles between neighbouring Mn ions that dictates the 
behaviour of the complex, and not the average torsion angle. For example, complex 
2.2 has v= 32.5
o
 but an S = 4 ground state, complex 2.14 has v= 36.5
o
 and an S = 
12 ground state, and complex 2.11 has v= 37.4
o
 and an S  9 ground state.  
v) The presence of the carboxylate in either coordinating mode (µ  or terminally 
bonded) appears to have little effect on the sign of J. This is exemplified by 
complexes 2.1 and 2.6, both of which display S = 4 ground states despite the fact that 
the former contains a bridging carboxylate and the latter a terminal carboxylate. 
vi) If each Mn2 exchange is ferromagnetic (i.e. an S = 12 complex), the larger the 
Mn-N-O-Mn torsion angle (), the larger the barrier to magnetisation relaxation 
(Ueff). For example, comparing complexes 2.14 and 2.16 (Table 2.2) with J = +0.93 
cm
–1
 and J = +1.60 cm
–1
, respectively, the Ueff values are 53.1 K and 79.9 K. This 
presumably arises because an increase in torsion angle leads to an increase in |J| 
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which results in a more isolated ground state, and a reduction in tunnelling.
31, 32
 This 
is reflected in the simulation of the susceptibility data. For example in complex 2.14 
(S = 12) where J = +0.93 cm
–1
, the first excited state of S = 11 is located only 5 cm
–1
 
above the ground-state, whereas in complex 2.15 (S = 12) where J = +1.63 cm
–1
 the 
first excited state of S = 11 is located 9 cm
–1
 above the ground-state, i.e. twice as 
high. However, given the complicated nature of the magnetic relaxation in such 
species,
31, 32 
one has to treat this statement as somewhat speculative. 
In summary, an examination of Tables 2.1 and 2.2 suggests no obvious correlation 
between J and any of (a)-(d), but there does appear to be a correlation between the 
magnitude of the exchange and the Mn-N-O-Mn torsion angle - the larger the torsion 
angle the more ferromagnetic the pairwise exchange. This has also been suggested in 
recent DFT calculations on analogous oxime-bridged [Mn3] triangles.
26
 Fig. 2.10 
shows a plot of torsion angle () versus J-value for the [Mn6] family; a linear fit 
suggesting J = 0 at a torsion angle value of approximately 31° - in good agreement 
with previous predictions.
24 
It is important to emphasise of course that this is purely 
qualitative in nature, since in each case we simulated the experimental susceptibility 
data using the simplest model available, for example, for complex 2.15 we employed 
a 1-J model even though four different exchange interactions are present. Indeed it is 
clear that these are very complicated molecules. It is likely that most, if not all, 
possess excited states nested upon the ground state rendering the analysis and 
interpretation of the data within the giant-spin model somewhat difficult and 
qualitative in nature, albeit with clearly defined trends. 
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We have synthesised and characterised twenty two members of a hexametallic [Mn6] 
family of Single-Molecule Magnets. Each member possesses a common [Mn6O2(R-
sao)6]
2+
 core  comprising two linked [Mn3O(R-sao)3]
+
 triangles. The type of 
magnetic exchange within the molecule can be controlled using targeted structural 
distortion of the core. By employing “planar” non-derivatised oximes (saoH2) the 
molecules are “unpuckered”, the dominant intra-triangle exchange is 
antiferromagnetic and the molecules have low spin (S = 4 ground states). By 
derivatising the oxime carbon atom to contain bulkier substituents, the [Mn6] 
molecules become increasingly puckered as evidenced by large increases in the Mn-
N-O-Mn torsion angles. The result is that pairwise exchange becomes increasingly 
ferromagnetic, resulting in ferromagnetic molecules with S = 12 spin ground states. 
Qualitatively, the “switch” from antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic comes at an Mn-




Figure 2.10 Plot of best fit parameter J vs. Mn-N-O-Mn torsion angle (°) taken from all 
members of the [Mn6] family. Note: As necessary due the confines of this study, the mean 
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Synthetic strategy for complexes 2.23 and 2.24: 
MnX2
.




(2.24)) was reacted with one equivalent of R-saoH2 
(R = Et (2.23), Me (2.24)) and NEt4OH in EtOH. After stirring for ∼30 min, the 
solution was filtered and single crystals grew upon slow evaporation. 





6H2O, the (derivatised) salicylaldoxime ligand and the desired 
phosphinate ligand were dissolved in MeOH in a 1:1:1 ratio before addition of one 
equivalent of NEt3, followed by stirring for 1 hour. The resulting dark green 
solutions were filtered and diffused with Et2O. Suitable crystals grew after ~4 days. 
 !
For 2.23 and 2.24: Diffraction data were collected at 150 K on a Bruker Smart Apex 




For 2.25-2.30: Diffraction data were collected at 100 K on a Bruker Nonius X8 Apex 
II diffractometer, equipped with an Oxford Cryosystems LT device, using Mo-K 
radiation. Extreme disorder was present in the solvent of crystallisation in 2.25 and 
2.28. As this was the case, the routine SQUEEZE was applied in order to remove the 
diffuse electron density associated with this disorder.
61
 This had the effect of 
markedly improving the agreement indices upon refinement. 
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All eight complexes display very similar structures (Fig. 2.11) and relevant 
interatomic distances and angles are given in Table 2.3. All molecules possess an 
inversion centre and can be described as two off-set [Mn3(3-O)]
7+
 triangular 
subunits linked via two oximate oxygen atoms from two 2:1:1:3 R-sao2– ligands 
and two phenolate oxygen atoms from two 1:1:2:3 R-sao2– ligands. The two 
remaining R-sao
2–
 ligands bridge two neighbouring Mn centres through an NO 
oximate group and a phenolate O-atom in a 1:1:1: fashion. The coordination sites 
of the Mn centres are completed by two terminally bound halide or phosphinate 
ligands and terminal solvent molecules. Due to the large Ph-sao
2– 
ligands in complex 
2.28, Mn3 and its symmetry equivalent are only 5-coordinate. All Mn centres are in 
the 3+ oxidation state, confirmed by a combination of bond-length considerations, 
BVS calculations and charge-balance.
20-23 
Each Mn centre is in a distorted octahedral 
geometry with the Jahn-Teller axes approximately perpendicular to the [Mn3] planes. 
All complexes have extensive intermolecular interactions between neighbouring 
molecules propagated in the main through alcohol molecules and the phenyl rings 
from both the phosphinate and R-saoH2 ligands. As a result the molecules pack in a 
head-to-tail fashion in the crystals and for 2.25 this affords the aesthetically pleasing 
topology shown in Fig. 2.12. The halogen containing complexes 2.23 and 2.24 
exhibit intra-molecular interactions between the X	 ions (X = Br (2.23), I (2.24)) and 
nearby terminal EtOH molecules (Br1
…
H14(O8) = 2.459 Å, I1
…
H441(O44) = 2.687 
Å). Inter-molecular interactions observed in 2.23 are limited to H-bonding 
interactions between the terminal Br
–
 ligands and the aromatic protons belonging to 
the Et-sao
2–
 ligands of an adjacent [Mn6] complex (Br1…H17(C17) = 2.859 Å). The 
crystal structure of 2.24 shows two types of close contact interactions. More 
specifically the I	 and oxygen atoms (of terminal EtOH ligands) of each [Mn6] unit 
H-bond with the –CH3 protons and aromatic C-Haromatic protons of nearest neighbour 
Me-sao
2–
 ligands, respectively (I1
…
H152(C15) = 3.178 Å, O38…H181(C18) = 2.713 
Å). The structures are largely comparable to their carboxylate predecessors. One 
interesting difference however is seen in 2.25 where the phosphinate is terminally 
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bonded and the two triangular subunits are linked through two oximate oxygens and 
two phenolate oxygens. All previously reported structures with sao
2– 
have the 
carboxylate coordinating in a 1:1: fashion with the triangular subunits linked only 
through the two oximate oxygens. The structural change is presumably the result of 




Figure 2.12 The packing of 2.25 viewed along the c-axis. 
 
Figure 2.11 The molecular structures of 2.23 (left) and 2.27 (right). Colour code: Purple = 
Manganese, Red = Oxygen, Blue = Nitrogen, Yellow = Bromine and Orange = 
Phosphorus. 
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Dc magnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out on crystalline samples of 
2.23-2.30 from 5-300 K in a field of 0.1 T. The data obtained for each complex was 
simulated using the program MAGPACK
25 
using the Hamiltonians in Eqn. (2)-(3) 
(Scheme 2.2) to give the isotropic parameters summarised in Table 2.4. The χMT vs. 
T data are plotted in Fig. 2.13 along with their associated simulations (solid lines). 
The χMT vs. T curve for complex 2.25 shows weak antiferromagnetic exchange 
between the Mn
III









 expected for six non-interacting s = 2 ions. χMT 





 at 5 K. Despite much effort we were unable to satisfactorily simulate the data 
for 2.25. The data for complexes 2.26 and 2.28 are somewhat similar to 2.25, with 











before decreasing to 




 at 5 K. Unfortunately the data for 2.26 could not be 
simulated, but those for 2.28 could be by employing the 3-J model of Eqn. (3) [based 
on the presence of three very different Mn-N-O-Mn torsion angles (see Table 2.4)], 
affording an S = 4 ground state with the parameters g = 2.01, J1 = –1.10, J2 = 2.85 
and J3 = 1.55 cm
–1
. Complexes 2.23-2.24, 2.27, 2.29 and 2.30 display a constant 
increase in χMT with decreasing temperature indicating the presence of 
ferromagnetic exchange between the metal centres. The room temperature χMT 




 and all increase gradually until around 





. Complex 2.27 reaches a maximum χMT value at 8.5 K before 




 at 5 K. The data were successfully 
simulated using the 2-J model of Eqn. (2) [based on the presence of two very 
different Mn-N-O-Mn torsion angles (see Table 2.4)]. It should be noted that the MT 





K suggestive of the presence of an “intermediate” spin ground state; however 
simulation of the data shows this not to be the case (S = 12, g = 2.00, J1 = +0.95 and 
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J2 = +0.40, Table 2.4) - the lineshape and the low temperature downturn in MT being 
attributed to the significant inter-molecular interactions observed in its crystal 
structure. 
As with all members of the large family of Mn6 complexes,
62 
these molecules have 
multiple low-lying excited states,
24, 31, 32
 the result of the weak exchange between the 
Mn
III
 centres. For 2.24, 2.27 and 2.30, the first excited state S = 11 is only 2.05, 2.51 
and 2.03 cm
–1
 above the ground state, respectively; for 2.23 and 2.29 the first excited 
state is slightly higher at 3.99 and 4.15 cm
–1
. 
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Figure 2.13 MT vs. T plots for complexes 2.23-2.30. The solid lines represent simulations 
of the experimental data in the temperature range 300 – 5 K. For parameters see Table 3. 
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Variable field and temperature dc magnetisation data were collected in the 0.5-7 T 
and 2-7 K field and temperature ranges for all compounds. In each case we attempted 
to fit the data with an axial ZFS plus Zeeman Hamiltonian (4) in the whole field and 
temperature range.
33
 The results are summarised in Table 2.4 with a representative 
plot given in Fig. 2.14. Complexes 2.23, 2.24 and 2.30 were successfully fitted and 
afforded the parameters S = 12, g = 2.03, D = –0.36 cm
–1 





S = 12, g = 1.98 and D value of –0.35 cm
–1
 (2.30); we were 
unable to fit the data for the other five complexes, presumably due to the population 





Ac magnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out on crystalline samples of 
2.22-2.30 in the 2-10 K temperature range in a 3.5 G ac field oscillating at 
frequencies ranging from 50 to 1000 Hz. Complexes 2.25, 2.26 and 2.28 have in-
phase (χM’) signals (plotted as χM’T vs. T, top of Fig. 2.15) that decrease with 
decreasing temperature. This indicates the presence of low-lying excited states with 
larger S values than the ground state. For complexes 2.23-2.24, 2.27, 2.29 and 2.30 
 
Figure 2.14 Plot of reduced magnetisation (M/NB) versus H/T for 2.30 in the noted field 
ranges and the 2 – 6 K temperature range. The solid lines correspond to the fit of the data 
as documented in Table 3. 
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the in-phase signals increase upon decrasing temperature (middle of Fig. 2.15), 
indicating low-lying excited states with smaller S values than the ground state. Fully 
visible out-of-phase (χM’’) signals indicative of SMM behaviour were seen for all 
complexes (the bottom of Fig. 2.15 shows those for 2.27), except for 2.24 where only 
the tails and not the peaks were observed. The ac data obtained were fitted to the 
Arrhenius equation (5), to give the effective barrier to magnetisation reorientation 
(Ueff) for each complex. These are summarised in Table 2.4 and range in height from 
∼31 to 78 K. 
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Figure 2.15 AC in-phase /MT vs. T plots for 2.28 (top) and 2.30 (middle). AC out-of-
phase //M vs. T plot obtained for complex 2.27 (bottom) in an oscillating field of 3.5 Oe 
and frequencies of 50-1000 Hz. 
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This new family of complexes allows for a good comparison between the Mn-N-O-
Mn torsion angles () and the magnetic exchange as this is the first time the whole 
series of R-saoH2 ligands (R = H, Me, Et and Ph) have made complexes with the 
same terminally bound X ligands, where X = O2PHPh or O2P(Ph)2. Studying the 
results in Tables 2.3 and 2.4 and combining them with our previous studies on 
similar Mn6 complexes, allows us to draw some conclusions:  
i) In all cases the exchange between the [Mn3] triangles appears to be ferromagnetic.  
ii) The exchange between Mn2 pairs is dominated by the Mn-O-N-Mn torsion angles; 
the larger the torsion angle, the more ferromagnetic the pairwise interaction; the 
smaller the Mn-N-O-Mn torsion angle the more antiferromagnetic the pairwise 
interaction.  
iii) Above a torsion angle of approximately 31
o
 the exchange switches from 
antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic, i.e. if  > 31o, then J > 0 (F); if  < 31o then J < 
0 (AF). When a [Mn3] triangle contains torsion angles that are both above and below 
this value the data can only be simulated using both F and AF exchange.  
iv) It is the individual torsion angles between neighbouring Mn ions that dictates the 
behaviour of the complex, and not the average torsion angle. 
v) The presence and nature of the X ligand appears to have little effect on the sign 
and magnitude of J. 
vi) There seems to be no correlation between the out-of-plane shift of the oxide ion 
and J. For example, complexes 2.28 and 2.29 both have the oxide ~0.12 Å above the 
Mn3 plane, yet 2.28 displays dominant antiferromagnetic exchange and an S = 4 




We have synthesised and characterised eight new Mn6 complexes that are new 
members of the [Mn
III
6O2(R-sao)6(X)2(solvent)4-6] family of SMMs. For the first 
time the whole series of R-saoH2 ligands (R = H, Me, Et and Ph) have made 
complexes with the same terminally bound X ligands. This allows us, in combination 
with our previous studies, to conclude that the structural distortion of the Mn-N-O-
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Mn unit imposed on the molecule through the use of derivatised R-saoH2 ligands, is 
the dominant factor which controls the magnetic exchange.  
These complexes also demonstrate that the central Mn6-oximate core is a stable 
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The synthesis and study of polymetallic clusters containing paramagnetic transition 
metal ions has provided scientists with molecules displaying fascinating new 
physics.
1-19
 The emergence of Molecular Nanomagnets in proposed applications as 
diverse as information storage, molecular spintronics, quantum computation and 
magnetic refrigeration has seen synthetic chemists, physicists, theoreticians and 
materials scientists working in tandem to create, understand and design molecules 
with specific properties. For example, combining the organic chemistry of rotaxanes 
with the inorganic chemistry of heterometallic wheels recently resulted in the 
assembly a beautiful family of inorganic-organic molecular shuttles comprising 
inorganic rings assembled around organic threads.
20
 The amalgamation of two 
previously unconnected areas of chemistry is a timely illustration that with some 
imagination chemists can create molecules with untold potential. 
Oxide-centred [Mn
III
3] triangles have interested inorganic coordination chemists for 
many years not only for the study of their intrinsic magnetism but because they 
represent the basic building block from which a plethora of beautiful polymetallic 
clusters with fascinating physical properties are constructed.
21





 triangle, [Mn3O(bamen)](ClO4) (where H2bamen is 1,2-
bis(biacetylmonoximeimino)ethane was only reported in 2002,
22
 with a second 
example, [Mn3O(mpko)3(O2CR)3](ClO4) (mpkoH = methyl 2-pyridyl ketone oxime) 
appearing in 2005.
23
 Both molecules can be considered simple structural analogues 




 (R = 
Me, Et, Ph; L = H2O, py, MeCN etc) in which the bridging carboxylates (Mn-O-C-
O-Mn) have been replaced with bridging oximes (Mn-N-O-Mn) – all six in the 
former and only the “lower” three in the latter (Fig. 3.1). 
The publication of these two molecules was fascinating and prompted us to ask the 
following questions: why do these oxime-bridged triangles display dominant 
ferromagnetic exchange between the metal centres and thus S = 6 ground states, 
while the carboxylate-only [Mn
III
3O] triangles display dominant antiferromagnetic 
exchange? And why did our own (and at the time unpublished) oxime-based 
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triangles of general formula [Mn
III
3O(sao)3(O2CR)L4] (where saoH2 is 
salicylaldoxime and L = H2O, py; Fig. 3.1)
24, 25
 display dominant antiferromagnetic 
exchange and S = 2 ground states? 
An initial inspection of the molecular structures (Fig. 3.1) of the three molecules 
provided a possible clue to the puzzle and implanted an idea. Both 
[Mn3O(bamen)](ClO4) and [Mn3O(mpko)3(O2CR)3](ClO4) (Fig. 3.1) have structures 







the bridging oximes simply replace the carboxylates and thus occupy a plane at 
approximately 60° to the [Mn3O] plane, while the oxime bridges in the 
[Mn
III
3O(sao)3(O2CR)L4] family are in exactly the same plane as the [Mn3O] unit 
(Fig. 3.1). Clearly these three family types, despite being closely related, are 
different because their formulae and structural architectures are not the same, 
nevertheless we wondered if forcing or “twisting” the planar equatorial Mn-N-O-Mn 
unit out of the [Mn
III
3O] plane in the latter (R-saoH2) family would have any 
significant effect and if so whether this would be large enough to switch the pairwise 
exchange from antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic. 
We speculated that a change from salicylaldoxime to its alkyl/aryl-substituted 
derivatives (R-saoH2) would provide the steric perturbation required to do this, and 
indeed this has already proven successful for a family of hexametallic single-
molecule magnets (SMMs) of formula [Mn6O2(R-sao)6(X)2(L)4-6] (R = H, Me, Et, 
Ph; X = O2CR’, halide, phosphinate; L = MeOH, EtOH, H2O) with spin ground 
states ranging from S = 4 to S = 12.
27-33
 This chapter returns to the 
[Mn
III
3O(sao)3(O2CR)L4] molecules and reports a family of over twenty [Mn
III
3] 
triangles whose ground state spin values appear to be controlled by the puckering or 
twisting of their central cores. Initial studies by us,
34-36
 and more recently by others 
on related systems
37
 have suggested this to be the case. 
The puckering of a planar [Mn3O(oxime)3] triangle can be achieved in three ways: 
(a) through the use of derivatised salicylaldoxime (R-saoH2) ligands that occupy the 
equatorial ([Mn3]) plane - in the same manner as that already achieved for the [Mn6] 




 etc) to 
sit on the “upper” triangular face; and (c) by employing large sterically bulky ligands 
to occupy the “lower” triangular face.
34-36
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3O(sao)3(O2CR)L4] (R = Me; L = py, H2O). Colour 
code: Mn = purple, O = red, N = blue, C = gold. 
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All manipulations were performed under aerobic conditions, using materials as 
received. CAUTION! Although no problems were encountered in this work, care 
should be taken when using the potentially explosive perchlorate anion. 
General synthetic strategies: 
For complexes 3.1-3.2, 3.13, 3.16-3.19 and 3.21: Mn
II
(ClO4)2·6H2O (1 mmol) and 
the (derivatised) salicylaldoxime ligand R-saoH2 (R = H, Naphth, Et, Ph; 1 mmol)  
were dissolved in a mixture of pyridine (or derivatised pyridine) (5 ml) and MeOH 
(20ml) with NEt4OH (1 mmol). Complexes 3.13 and 3.19 were dissolved only in 
MeOH and for 3.19, NaReO4 (1 mmol) was also added to the reaction mixture. The 
solutions were left stirring for ~1 hr and then filtered. Et2O was diffused into one half 
of the solution and the remainder was left to slowly evaporate. Suitable crystals grew 
after 3-5 days from both solutions. 
For complexes 3.3-3.6, 3.8-3.10: Mn
II
X2·nH2O (X = ClO4, O2CCH3, O2CPh, O2C-
Naphth) (1 mmol) and the (derivatised) salicylaldoxime ligand R-saoH2 (R = H, Me, 
t
Bu; 1 mmol) were dissolved in a mixture of pyridine (5 ml) and EtOH (20ml) with 
NEt4OH (CH3ONa or NBu4MnO4) (1 mmol). The solutions were left stirring for ~1 
hr and then filtered. The solutions were left to slowly evaporate and suitable crystals 
grew after 3-5 days. 
For complexes 3.7, 3.11-3.12, 3.14-3.15 and 3.20: Mn
II
(ClO4)2·6H2O (1 mmol) and 
the derivatised salicylaldoxime ligand R-saoH2 (R = Me, 
t
Bu, Et, Ph; 1 mmol)  were 
dissolved in MeOH (or EtOH) with the corresponding carboxylic acid (or sodium 
carboxylate) and NEt4OH (CH3ONa,  or triethanolamine) (1 mmol). For 3.7 and 
3.14, Mn
II





(O2CPh)2·4H2O respectively. The solutions were left stirring for ~1 hr and then 
filtered. Suitable crystals grew after 3-5 days from slow evaporation of the solutions. 
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Diffraction data were collected at 150 K on a Bruker Smart Apex CCDC 
diffractometer, equipped with an Oxford Cryosystems LT device, using Mo 
radiation.
38
 See CIF files for full details. 


Variable temperature, solid-state direct current (dc) and alternating current (ac) 
magnetic susceptibility data down to 1.8 K were collected on a Quantum Design 
MPMS-XL SQUID magnetometer equipped with a 7 T dc magnet. Diamagnetic 
corrections were applied to the observed paramagnetic susceptibilities using Pascal’s 
constants. Magnetic studies below 1.8 K were carried out on single crystals using a 







The twenty-one complexes (Table 3.1, page 94) can be divided into three structural 
types. Complexes 3.3-3.6 and 3.8-3.10 can be represented by the general formula 
(type 1) [Mn
III
3O(R-sao)3(X)(sol)3-4] (where R = H, Me, 
t
Bu; X = 
–
O2CR (R = H, Me, 
Ph etc); sol = py and/or H2O). Complexes 3.7, 3.11-3.12, 3.14-3.15 and 3.20 can be 
described by (type 2) [Mn
III
3O(R-sao)3(X)(sol)3-5] (where R= Me, Et, Ph, 
t
Bu; X = 
–
O2CR (R = H, Me, Ph etc); sol = MeOH, EtOH and/or H2O), and complexes 3.1-3.2, 
3.13, 3.16-3.19 and 3.21 can be represented by the formula (type 3) [Mn
III
3O(R-
sao)3(sol)3(XO4)] (where R = H, Et, Ph, Naphth; sol = py, MeOH, β-pic, Et-py, 
t
Bu-
py; X = Cl, Re) (Fig. 3.2). Inter-atomic distances and angles relevant to the 





 triangular unit (Fig. 3.2) with three R-sao
2–
 ligands bridging 
between adjacent Mn
III
 centres in a 1:1:1:-fashion. For type 1 complexes the three 
axial sites at the base of the molecule are occupied by pyridine molecules. The 
1:1:-bridging carboxylate ligand connects two MnIII centres (Mn1 and Mn2) on 
the upper face of the molecule. The remaining site on the upper face is occupied by a 
pyridine or H2O molecule in 3.3, 3.6 and 3.9, but remains unoccupied in 3.4, 3.5, 3.8 
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and 3.10 (Mn3 is five-coordinate) owing to the presence of a bulkier carboxylate 
group. Each Mn
III
 centre adopts a distorted octahedral geometry and displays Jahn-
Teller elongation, with Mn-O2CR bond lengths in the range 2.13-2.27 Å and Mn-N 
bond lengths in the range 2.22-2.58 Å; i.e. the JT axes are perpendicular to the [Mn3] 
plane. In 3.8, a six-coordinate Na
+
 ion connects two symmetry equivalent 
{Mn
III
3O(Me-sao)3(O2C15H9)(py)3} moieties together forming a [{Mn3}-Na-{Mn3}] 
dimer, with charge balanced by two symmetry-equivalent ClO4
–
 counter ions and one 
pyridinium cation, which is H-bonded to the pyridine solvent molecule. Type 2 
 
 
Figure 3.2 The molecular structures of 3.9 (top, type 1), 3.12 (bottom left, type 2) and 
3.16 (bottom right, type 3) representing the three different structural types in the [Mn3] 
family. Colour code: Mn = purple, O = red, N = blue, C = gold, Cl = green. 
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molecules have the same core structure as type 1, the only difference being the 
terminally bonded pyridine molecules are replaced by alcohol and/or H2O molecules. 
Complexes 3.7 and 3.11 have the carboxylate bonded terminally with the vacant site 
on the other Mn centre taken up by another solvent molecule. In 3.11 the Mn centre 
attached to the carboxylate is five-coordinate. Complex 3.14 has two carboxylate 
ligands in its structure, with one bridging Mn1 and Mn2 on the upper face and the 
other terminally bound to Mn3 on the lower face. The charge is balanced by a 
protonated triethanolamine ligand which is connected to Mn3. 
Type 3 molecules have the upper face of the molecule capped by a 1:1:1:3 
coordinated XO4
–
 (X = Cl, Re) anion with the three axial sites on the lower face 
occupied by solvent molecules. 
Type 2 molecules (and complex 3.13) have extensive inter-molecular interactions 
propagated by the terminal alcohol/H2O molecules and carboxylate ligands in all 
three dimensions that severely affect their magnetic behaviour (vide infra). For 
example, the molecules in 3.12 are arranged with their upper faces face-to-face. The 
water molecule which is attached on the upper face of the Mn3 triangle is hydrogen 
bonded to a carboxylate O-atom [∠O2-H22···O24 160.0°, O···O 2.913(2) Å and 
H···O 2.130 Å] that belongs to the same cluster and to a phenolate O-atom of a 
neighbouring cluster [∠O2-H21···O13 (1-x, -y, -z) 174.0°, O···O 2.791(2) Å and 
H···O 1.980 Å] creating a hydrogen-bonded dimer (Fig. 3.3). The dimers assemble 
with the bases of the Mn3 triangles face-to-face through two complementary 
hydrogen bonds that involve a methanolic OH group of one cluster and a phenolate 
O- atom of a neighbouring cluster [∠O25-H251···O11 (1-x, -y, 1-z) 165.0°, O···O 
2.783(2) Å and H···O 1.980 Å] to create a zig-zag chain that runs parallel to the a 
axis (Fig. 3.3). All Mn3 mean planes within a chain are parallel, with the inter-plane 
distances being 4.011 Å within a dimer and 3.471 Å between dimers, respectively. 
Clusters of 3.15 assemble through the coordinated water molecules of the upper face 
of the Mn3 triangle and a phenolate O-atom to form a hydrogen-bonded dimer 
[∠O47-H472···O26 (1-x, -y, 2-z) 156.0°, O···O 2.812(4) Å and H···O 2.060 Å]. The 
dimers assemble via the coordinated water and ethanol molecules of the Mn3 triangle 
base with the lattice ethanol and water molecules to form a two-dimensional 
hydrogen-bonded layer that runs parallel to the ab plane (Fig. 3.4). All Mn3 mean 
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planes within a layer are again parallel and form an angle of approximately 42° with 
respect to the mean plane of the layer and the ab plane. The inter-plane Mn3···Mn3 














Figure 3.3 The hydrogen bonded dimer (top) and the chain (bottom) of 3.12. Most 
hydrogen and carbon atoms have been omitted for clarity. Colour code: Mn = purple, O = 
red, N = blue, C = gold, H = cyan. Symmetry code: a 1-x, -y, -z. 
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The presence of the capping ClO4
–
 anion on the upper triangular face of 3.13 and the 
absence of solvate molecules forces the Mn3 clusters to self-assemble through the 
three MeOH molecules which are attached on the base of the triangle. Each Mn3 is 





























Figure 3.4 The hydrogen bonded layer (left) and the chain (right) in 3.15. Colour code: 
Mn, purple; O, red; N, blue; C, gold; H, cyan. Most hydrogen and carbon atoms have been 
omitted for clarity. Symmetry codes: a x-1, y, z; b -x, 1-y, 2-z; c 1-x, 1-y, 2-z. 
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(one unique) that involve the terminal MeOH molecules and the phenolate O atoms 
of the Et-sao
2–
 ligands [∠O15-H1···O8 (1-x, 1-y, 1-z) 168°, O···O 2.734(1) Å and 
H···O 1.95 Å]. In this arrangement an undulated two-dimensional hydrogen bonded 
layer forms that conforms to a (6,3) net and lies parallel to the ab plane (Fig. 3.5) 
The Mn3 triangles are arranged with their upper faces above and below the plane of 
the hydrogen-bonded framework with their mean planes parallel to each other and to 
the mean plane of the framework. The layers stack in an off-set fashion with the Mn3 
triangles of one layer lying above and below the hexagonal cavities of the two 
neighbouring frameworks. The Mn3 clusters in 3.20 have assembled with a Ph-saoH2 
molecule of crystallisation. The MeOH molecule at the upper face of the Mn3 
triangle forms an intra-molecular hydrogen bond with one carboxylate O-atom 
[∠O18-H18···O24 162°, O···O 2.876(3) Å and H···O 2.09 Å]. Two of the three 
MeOH molecules at the base of the triangle are hydrogen-bonded with themselves 
[∠O17-H17···O15 167°, O···O 2.833(3) Å and H···O 2.02 Å and ∠O15-H15···O16 
171°, O···O 2.695(2) Å and H···O 1.90 Å] with the third being attached to the Ph-
saoH2 molecule [∠O16-H16···N99 163°, O···O 2.751(3) Å and H···O 1.95 Å]. The 
salicyl OH group of the Ph-saoH2 molecule forms an intra-molecular hydrogen bond 
with the oximic O-atom [∠O19-H19···O109 168°, O···O 2.577(3) Å and H···O 1.69 
Å] while the latter attaches to a phenolate O-atom of the triangle [∠O109-
H109···O103 163°, O···O 2.643(2) Å and H···O 1.82 Å]. The Mn3·Ph-saoH2 units 
interact with five neighbouring assemblies through ten (five unique) C-H···π 
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Figure 3.5 (top) The hydrogen bonded (6,3) layer in 3.13. Most hydrogen and carbon 





bnn hydrogen bonded network found in 3.20. Purple spheres represent the Mn3·Ph-saoH2 
assemblies while the gold lines represent the C-H···π interactions. 
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Dc magnetic susceptibility studies were carried out on powdered crystalline samples 
of 3.1-3.21 in the 5 - 300 K temperature range in a field of 0.1 T. The magnetic 
susceptibility data obtained for each were simulated using the program MAGPACK
41 
employing the Hamiltonians in equations (1)-(3) (Scheme 3.1) to provide the 
isotropic parameters summarised in Table 3.2. No attempt was made to simulate the 
data for 3.5 and 3.18 as the crystal structures contain two independent molecules 
with different geometries (Table 3.1), and for 3.3 and 3.6 as the crystal structures are 
highly disordered. We also stress that what follows should be regarded as qualitative 
interpretation. It is clear that these molecules (and their [Mn6] forefathers) are 
complicated molecules in which excited states (a direct result of the weak magnetic 
coupling) and inter-molecular interactions - play an important role.  The analysis is 
thus confined within our simplistic model, but allows us to identify and define clear 
trends in behaviour which is invaluable for future synthetic molecular design. 
 
 = –2J(1·2 + 2·3 + 1·3)    (1) 
 
 = –2J1(1·2 + 2·3) –2J2(1·3)   (2) 
 
 = –2J1(1·2) –2J2(2·3) –2J3(1·3)  (3) 
 
 
Scheme 3.1 Schematic detailing the 1, 2 and 3-J models employed to simulate the 
experimental data for 3.1-3.21. 
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Figure 3.6 Plots of MT vs. T for complexes 3.1-3.21. The solid lines represent 
simulations of the experimental data. For parameters see Table 3.2. 
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Figure 3.7 Plots of MT vs. T for complexes 3.1-3.21. The solid lines represent 
simulations of the experimental data. For parameters see Table 3.2. 
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The MT vs. T data are plotted in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 along with their associated 





. This is lower than the expected spin-only (g = 2) value for three 
non-interacting Mn
III




, suggesting the presence of dominant 
antiferromagnetic exchange between the Mn
III
 centres. The MT values then decrease 
gradually until approximately 100 K where they decrease more rapidly to values 




 at 5 K. For all complexes the data was simulated 
using the simplest model possible. Thus, the data for complexes 3.1-3.2 was 
simulated using the 1-J model of Eqn. (1) and Scheme 3.1, giving the parameters S = 
0, g = 1.94, J = –3.10 cm
–1




with the first excited 
state (S = 1) 6.20 cm
–1
 and 6.04 cm
–1 
above the ground state, respectively. The data 
obtained for complexes 3.4, 3.9 and 3.11 were simulated using the 2-J model of Eqn. 
(2), with J1 mediated through oxide, oxime and carboxylate, and with J2 = J3 
mediated through oxide and oxime only. Despite many attempts using the 2-J model, 
the data for complexes 3.7, 3.8 and 3.10 could only be simulated using the 3-J model 
of Eqn. (3) and Scheme 3.1 in which J1  J2  J3. These results are all summarised in 
Table 3.2. 





, indicating the presence of ferromagnetic exchange between the 
Mn
III
 centres. In each case the MT values increase gradually as temperature is 
decreased before increasing more rapidly at lower temperatures, reaching maximum 




. A sharp drop in MT then occurs for 
each at ~20 K with the low temperature maxima being significantly smaller than the 




 expected for S = 6. The drop in MT is attributed to 
the strong inter-molecular interactions discussed above (and/or zero-field splitting 
effects). The (“high temperature”) data for 3.12-3.15 and 3.19 was simulated using 
the 1-J model of Eqn. (1) and afforded the parameters S = 6, with J values ranging 
from 1.40 to 4.02 cm
–1
 (Table 3.2). This model was unsuccessful for 3.20 and 
required the 2-J model of equation (2), giving S = 6, g = 1.98, J1 = 0.85 and J2 = 1.44 
cm
–1





 and increase gradually as temperature is decreased, reaching 




 at the lowest temperature 
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measured. In each case the data could be simulated with the simple 1-J model 
affording S = 6, g =1.98, J = 3.40 cm
–1
; S = 6, g =1.98, J = 4.10 cm
–1
 and S = 6, g 
=1.98, J = 1.20 cm
–1
, respectively. It is clear from Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 that inter-
molecular interactions are playing a very important role in the observed behaviour 
for all the ferromagnetically coupled complexes. Thus we add a note of caution to the 
absolute validity/accuracy of the simulation parameters, though they are well within 
the range observed for all previously reported (and analogous) salicylaldoxime-
bridged [Mn(III)3] and [Mn(III)6] clusters.
27-36
 
Variable field and temperature dc magnetisation data were collected in the 0.57 T 
and 2-7 K field and temperature ranges. In each case we attempted to fit the data 









+ BgH   (4) 
 
where D is the axial anisotropy, B is the Bohr magneton, z is the easy-axis spin 
operator, and H is the applied field. The results are summarised in Table 3.2 with 
representative plots given in Fig. 3.8. Complexes 3.3-3.11 possess a spin ground state 
S = 2 with D values ranging from –2.33 to –3.77 cm
–1
, while complexes 3.12-3.20 
have the maximum ground state S = 6 with smaller D values ranging from –0.37 to –
0.92 cm
–1
. Despite the ferromagnetically coupled complexes being rather similar in 
structure, the calculated D values span a wide range, and therefore must be treated 
with caution. Though one would expect some variation due to the varying Jahn
Teller tilts, it is clear that the strong inter-molecular interactions, disorder (in 3.15, 
3.16, 3.17) which causes a distribution in molecular environments, the presence of
weak exchange and thus the likely population of excited states in the temperature 
range studied, and the simplistic model employed, do not allow for an accurate 
determination of D. Indeed, magnetisation and HF-EPR studies of analogous 
molecules in which there are no inter-molecular interactions suggest |D| values  0.8 
cm
–1
 which would be consistent only with 3.14 and 3.15.
37
 Further proof for this 
assumption emerges in the analysis of the ac data and single crystal hysteresis loop 
measurements discussed below. 
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Ac magnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out on crystalline samples of 
3.3-3.21 in the 2-10 K temperature range in a 3.5 G ac field oscillating at frequencies 
ranging from 50 to 1000 Hz. Fully visible out-of-phase (M) signals indicative of 
 
Figure 3.8 Plots of reduced magnetisation (M/NB) versus H/T for 3.10 (top) and 3.15 
(bottom) in the noted field ranges and the 2 – 7 K temperature range. The solid lines 
correspond to the fit of the data as documented in Table 2. 
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SMM behaviour (Fig. 3.6 shows those obtained for complex 3.17) were observed for 
all S = 6 family members except for [Mn3O(Ph-sao)3(O2C-anthra)(MeOH)4](Ph-
saoH2) (3.20) and [Mn3O(Ph-sao)3(β-pic)3](ClO4) (3.21), in which only the tails of 
the signals were observed. The ac data obtained were combined with single-crystal 
dc relaxation measurements performed on a -SQUID39, 43 (vide infra) and fitted to 
the Arrhenius equation (5), 
 
 = oexp(Ueff/(kT))     (5) 
 
where o is the pre-exponential factor,  is the relaxation time, Ueff is the barrier to the 
relaxation of the magnetisation and k is the Boltzmann constant, to give the effective 
barrier to magnetisation reorientation (Ueff) for each [Mn3] complex. These data are 
summarised in Fig. 3.9 and Table 3.2 and span barrier heights of between ~25-57 K. 
These are amongst the largest effective barriers observed for any low nuclearity 
SMMs, but they are also larger than the theoretical upper limit [U = S
2
|D|] calculated 
using the D values obtained from the powder dc magnetisation measurements (~30 K 
(3.12); ~40 K (3.13); ~48 K (3.14); ~42 K (3.15); ~27 K (3.16); ~25 K (3.17); ~39 K 
(3.19)). Indeed, only 3.14 has an effective barrier lower than the theoretical upper 
limit, with 3.15 having an experimental value close to its theoretical value. This is to 
be expected for exchange-coupled SMMs since the spin reversal is hindered by the 
relatively weak inter-molecular coupling. For stronger inter-molecular exchange 
coupling one would move away from the biased-SMM regime into a 3D system 
where the collective modes (domain wall propagation etc) would reduce the effective 
barriers. It also points to a possible underestimation in the ZFS parameters obtained 
from the powder dc measurements, which is confirmed in the single crystal low 
temperature magnetisation studies (below). 
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Figure 3.9 AC in-phase 
/
MT vs. T (top) and out-of-phase 
//
M vs. T (middle) plots 
obtained for complex 3.17 in an oscillating field of 3.5 Oe and frequencies of 50-1000 Hz. 
Plots of ln(1/ ) vs. 1/T obtained from the ac magnetic susceptibility data for a cross 
section of family members (bottom).  
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Hysteresis loop and relaxation measurements were carried out on single crystals of 
all the ferromagnetically coupled complexes using a -SQUID assembly, with the 
field applied along the easy axis of magnetisation.
39, 43
 In each case temperature and 
sweep rate dependent hysteresis loops were observed, confirming SMM behaviour 
for all complexes. Representative examples are shown for complexes 3.13 and 3.16 
in Fig. 3.10. For all type 2 molecules, in which significant inter-molecular 
interactions are observed in the crystal lattice, the loops display step-like features 
separated by plateaus. After saturating the magnetisation, the first resonance is seen 
in negative fields, indicative of the presence of small and antiferromagnetic inter-
molecular interactions as was first observed in the complex 
[Mn4O3Cl4(O2CEt)3(py)3] which crystallises as a supramolecular H-bonded dimer of 
cubanes ([Mn4]2).
44
 The hysteresis loops show that the collective spins of each [Mn3]
molecule are coupled antiferromagnetically to its neighbouring molecules, acting as 
a bias that shifts the quantum tunnelling resonances with respect to the isolated 
SMM. The majority of the small steps observed in all the loops are therefore due to 
molecules having one (or several) “reversed” (“spin up - spin down”) neighbouring 
molecules - though some may be attributed to multi-body quantum effects.
45, 46
 The 
complexity of the three dimensional H-bonding networks seen in the crystal 
structures makes it essentially impossible (or at least extremely difficult) to 
determine all of the active exchange paths and to identify all of the steps. 
Type 3 molecules, however, in which the lower face of the [Mn3] triangle is occupied 
by derivatised pyridine analogues show no significant H-bonding in the crystal and 
this is reflected in the appearance of much simpler looking hysteresis loops - 
particularly at the lowest temperatures measured (below 1.5 K). Those for 3.16 are 
shown in the middle and lower panels of Fig. 3.10. Above ~1.5 K the loops appear 
more complicated with the emergence of fine structure which can be attributed to the 
contribution of excited states, crystal defects, nuclear spins, dipolar interactions or 
most likely the disorder associated with one of the -picoline ligands (see CIF file for 
full details). Data obtained at very low temperatures however are remarkably simple 
showing only resonances originating from the ground state. The data obtained at 40 
mK are shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3.10 and show hysteresis loops with a step 
at zero field. A step indicates a surge in the magnetisation relaxation rate due to 
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Figure 3.10 Magnetisation versus field hysteresis loops for single crystals of 3.13 (top) 
and 3.16 (middle) at the indicated temperatures and field sweep rate. M is normalised to 
its saturation value. Arrhenius plot (bottom) using ac and dc data for 3.16. The dashed line 
is the fit of the thermally activated region.  
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quantum tunnelling of the magnetisation through the barrier, occurring at a field 
position where there is an avoided level crossing. At H = –1 T all the molecules are 
in the MS = +6 state. When the field is swept in a positive direction there is resonance 
between the +6 and –6 MS levels at H = 0, and some of the molecules tunnel. As the 
field sweep rate is decreased a second step emerges at ca. 0.80 T. The separation 
between the steps is related to D by the equation H = |D|/gµB. Measurement of the 
step positions for complex 3.16 thus afford an average field separation of ~0.8 T and 
thus a |D|/g value of ~0.38 cm
–1
. Assuming g = 2.00, this corresponds to a |D| value 
of approximately 0.76 cm
–1
, somewhat larger than that obtained from the dc 
magnetisation measurements (–0.52 cm
–1
), and consistent with earlier comments 
regarding the validity of the D values obtained from the fit of the magnetisation 
versus field data, and with previous reports of analogous “uncoupled” [Mn
III
3] 
triangles; i.e. the magnitude of D for all four complexes appears to be somewhat 
underestimated. New clusters with these intermolecular interactions (and disorder) 
removed will be required to get an accurate representation of the spin Hamiltonian 
parameters and of the relaxation dynamics. 3.16 represents a rare example of a rather 
simple SMM in which the influence of inter-molecular interactions and excited states 
are negligible at low temperatures. This is potentially an exciting discovery since it 
gives us access to a molecule containing only three metal ions that displays beautiful 
low temperature SMM behaviour and tunnel effects, and thus a model system with 





High-frequency EPR measurements were performed at various discrete frequencies 
in the range from 52 to 344 GHz on single crystals of complex 3.3 (S = 2), 3.12 (S ≈ 
56, vide infra) and 3.13 (S = 6) to verify their ground state spin values and zero 
field splitting (ZFS) parameters. Prior to measurement, crystals were quickly 
transferred from their mother liquor and coated in silicone grease in order to avoid 
solvent loss. The samples were also initially cooled under atmospheric helium gas, 
with a total transfer time from the mother liquor to the cryostat of ~5 minutes. An 
oversized cylindrical resonator was employed in order to provide enhanced 
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sensitivity, and a Millimeter-wave Vector Network Analyzer (MVNA) served as a 
superheterodyne spectrometer. Both single- (complexes 3.3 and 3.13) and double-
axis (complexes 3.12 and 3.13) field-orientation dependent studies were performed 
in order to ensure magnetic field alignment either perpendicular or approximately 
parallel to the magnetic easy axes of the crystals. Details of the experimental 
technique can be found elsewhere.
47, 48
 The most comprehensive study involved the 
high-symmetry (R-3) complex 3.13, for which measurements were performed on 
separate crystals in two different spectrometers with single- (15 T) and double-axis 
(7 T) rotation capabilities. The quality of the hard-plane spectra obtained in the 
former were superior, but we first present high-frequency data obtained in the 7 T 
system. Angle-dependent studies were performed to obtain approximate alignment of 
the field with the sample’s easy-axis. Once aligned, measurements were performed 
as a function of frequency and temperature so as to provide data sets which 
maximally constrain the axial ZFS parameters. Fig. 3.11 displays representative 
temperature dependent spectra obtained at 273 GHz (inset), together with plots of 
EPR peak positions deduced from measurements at four additional high frequencies 
(main panel, open symbols). 
 
 
Figure 3.11 Frequency dependence of EPR peak positions (black squares) obtained with 
the field applied approximately parallel to the easy-axis of 3.13 at 20 K. Superimposed on 
the data is the best simulation based on Eq. (6); the obtained ZFS parameters are given in 
figure. The inset displays representative spectra obtained at 273 GHz and at three different 
temperatures. The various fine structures have been labelled according to the spin 
projection along the easy axis. 
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Before discussing the simulations in Fig. 3.11 (solid lines in main panel), we 
comment on the spectra. The peaks are rather broad, indicating disorder in the 
crystals. It is also apparent that additional fine-structure splittings appear at the 
lowest temperature, which is a sign of intermolecular exchange interactions.
49
 The 
data points in the main panel of Fig. 3.11 were extracted from the 20 K spectra so as 
to avoid complications due to such intermolecular interactions. The solid curves were 









 − {30S(S + 1)}Sz
2
] + BB·g· (6) 
 
The operators and fundamental constants in equation (6) are defined elsewhere,
49
 and 
the obtained ZFS parameters are given in the Fig. 3.11. The most important 
observation is the robust agreement with a spin S = 6 Hamiltonian. Attempts to fit to 
a spin state with S < 6 were unsuccessful. Thus, these EPR studies confirm the 
findings of the preceding magnetic studies. Nevertheless, evidence for considerable 
mixing between the ground and excited spin states is given by the significant 4th 
order ZFS parameter.
50
 Interestingly, the values of D and B4
0
 are quite comparable to 
those reported recently for a family of very similar Mn3 complexes.
37
 In particular, 
there is a good correlation between B4
0
 and the exchange constant, J, among these 
complexes, e.g. B4
0
 = –7.2 × 10
–5
 K and J = +4.0 K for complex 3.13, while 
B4
0
 ranges from 3.8 × 10
–5
 K to 11 × 10
–5
 K and J from +2.3 to 4.7 K for the 
ferromagnetic complexes in ref. [28]. This correlation is significant, because it 
provides further proof that the fourth order terms are a direct consequence of spin 
mixing between low-lying multiplets, i.e. J and B4
0
 are directly related.
50
 
91 GHz temperature dependent spectra obtained for 3.13 with the field in the hard 
plane are displayed in Fig. 3.12. The fine structure peaks have been labelled 
according to a scheme described elsewhere.
51 
The spectra are superior to those 
presented in Fig. 3.11, likely due to a higher quality sample. The signal-to-noise is 
also vastly improved by virtue of the lower frequency employed. Nevertheless, the 
appearance of multiple peaks associated with each cluster of fine-structure transitions 
suggests the presence of multiple species in the crystal, very similar to recently 
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reported results for a family of Ni4 complexes.
52
 These spectra and their temperature 
dependence are fully consistent with a spin S = 6 state possessing significant axial 
anisotropy. Indeed, simulations assuming S = 6 confirm the axial ZFS parameters 
obtained from the easy-axis measurements. However, the best simulation 
necessitates inclusion of transverse ZFS terms (see Fig. 3.13). The nature of these 
terms is not well determined, but this nevertheless suggests the presence of 
transverse anisotropy. Attempts to fit to an S < 6 model were unsuccessful. 
 
 
Figure 3.12 Hard plane temperature dependence spectra obtained at 91 GHz for complex 
3.13. 
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Plots of the 10 K EPR peak positions obtained from multi-frequency measurements 
on complex 3.12 with the field approximately aligned with its easy axis are displayed 
in Fig. 3.14. Simulations of these data are far less satisfactory than those for 3.13. 
Indeed, simulations assuming S = 5 (Fig. 3.14(a)) are marginally better than those for 
S = 6 (Fig. 3.14 (b)); the corresponding ZFS parameters are given in the figure. It is 
notable from Table 3.2 that complex 3.12 sits right at the borderline between the F 
and AF cases. It is thus very likely that the S = 6 state for 3.12 is not well developed, 
i.e. it is strongly mixed with low-lying S < 6 states. In this situation, one would not 
expect good fits to equation (6), as confirmed in Fig. 3.14. Furthermore, the 
anisotropy is significantly depressed relative to complex 3.12: the simulations in Fig. 
3.14 suggest a barrier of only ~15 K (both for S = 5 and 6), in contrast to a value of 
35 K for 3.13. Note that both of these values are significantly lower than those 
deduced on the basis of magnetic studies (Table 3.2). This is not surprising given the 
marginal applicability of the models used to estimate these numbers (e.g. equation 
(4)).What is more, it has recently been shown that ac susceptibility measurements 















































Magnetic field (tesla)  
Figure 3.13 Energy difference diagram constructed from frequency-dependent 
measurements for the hard plane orientation for complex 3.13 at a temperature of 5 K. The 
solid lines are simulations using the parameters shown in the figure. 
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Finally, Fig. 3.15 shows hard-plane temperature dependent data obtained at 52 GHz 
for complex 3.3. The overall appearance of the spectrum is consistent with that of a 
molecule with a relatively low spin quantum number (there are far fewer peaks as 
compared to Fig. 3.12) and a very significant axial anisotropy. However, it is not 
possible to make meaningful peak assignments or to fit data to equation (6). 
Nevertheless, one can make a crude estimate of the anisotropy on the basis of the 
position of the highest field (ground state) transition relative to the expected isotropic 
position (1.9 T for g = 2); this deviation B provides a rough measure of the product 
of D and S or, rather, 1/2D(2S − 1) ≈ B × 28 GHz/T ≈ 336 GHz or 16 K.
49
 If one 
assumes a spin S = 2 state, then this implies an extraordinarily large molecular D 
value of nearly –11 K (–7.5 cm
–1
). From this, one can estimate an equally large 
single-ion D1 value of approximately –5 cm
–1
 for the Mn
III
 ions (this assumes 
identical values for all three ions and parallel Jahn-Teller axes).
54
 Note that a similar 
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        




                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        

































Figure 3.14 Frequency dependence of EPR peak positions (black squares) obtained with 
the field applied approximately parallel to the easy-axis of 3.12; the temperature was 10 K 
for these measurements. Superimposed on the data are simulations based on Eq. (5) with 
(a) S = 5 and (b) S = 6; the obtained ZFS parameters are given in figure. 
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estimate for 3.13 gives a value for D1 of approximately –2.6 cm
–1
. While large, these 
values are not unprecedented.
55
 Nevertheless, the value for 3.3 should not be taken 
too seriously given the many assumptions that went into estimating both the 





We have demonstrated three simple strategies for making ferromagnetic 
salicylaldoxime-based [Mn
III
3] triangles, all of which are based on the deliberate 
puckering of the magnetic core of the molecule: a) when the parent oxime ligand 
(saoH2) occupies the same plane as the [Mn3O] moiety, the Mn-N-O-Mn unit is 
easily made non-planar by derivatising the oximic carbon, i.e. by making R-saoH2 
ligands. When R = Et or Ph the puckering appears to be at its greatest. This effect is 




etc) to sit on the “upper” triangular face and (c) employing large sterically bulky 
ligands to occupy the “lower” triangular face. The combined effect is the production 
of highly distorted or “bowl-shaped” molecules. When alcohol solvent molecules 
occupy the lower face, the molecules are involved in extensive H-bonding in the 
crystal lattice and the effect is clearly manifested in the magnetic behaviour and the 
 
Figure 3.15 Hard plane temperature dependence spectra of complex 3.3 obtained at 52 
GHz. 
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triangles behave as exchange-biased SMMs. These inter-molecular interactions are 
removed and the molecules isolated from each other by replacing the alcohols with 
derivatised pyridine molecules such as β-picoline or ethyl-pyridine etc. The result is 
much cleaner and simpler magnetic data as reflected in both the bulk powder dc (and 
ac) data and the single-crystal hysteresis loop measurements. The emergence of 
families of such [Mn3] SMMs in which the influence of inter-molecular interactions 
and/or excited states can be nullified is an exciting discovery since it gives access to 
very simple molecules (3 spins) that display beautiful SMM behaviour and 
tunnelling effects, and model systems with which to go beyond the giant spin 
approximation to yield much fruitful physical information. 
Understanding the relationship between the structure and magnetic behaviour in 
these [Mn3] triangles, however, is a difficult task (even with twenty members) since 
one must consider all contributions to the exchange. This means we must consider 
the combination of different bridging and non-bridging ligand types (oxime, oxide, 
carboxylate or perchlorate, alcohol or pyridine); their relative positions and the bond 
lengths and angles associated with each. In earlier work on analogous [Mn6] 
complexes we discovered that the dominant factor governing the exchange between 
nearest neighbours appeared to be the twisting of the Mn-O-N-Mn moiety with 
respect to the [Mn3] plane as induced by the distortion imposed on the molecule by 
bulkier oximes (R-sao
2–
). An examination of the data of Tables 3.1 and 3.2 suggests 
that this also appears to be true here, with the more puckered triangles displaying 
larger (more positive) exchange constants and the more planar triangles displaying 
more negative exchange constants. There does not appear to be any obvious 
correlation between J and the out-of-plane shift of the central oxide, the Mn-(3-O)-




 distances, or the Mn-N-O-Mn distances. For example, the 
presence of the carboxylate versus perchlorate/perrhenate seems to have little 
influence and there are antiferromagnetic triangles in which the central oxide is 
displaced more from the [Mn3] plane than that seen in the ferromagnetic triangles. 
For the [Mn6] family a Mn-N-O-Mn torsion angle of around 31° proved to be the 
“switching point”, consistent with that observed here. Of course this analysis is 
purely qualitative in nature, since in each case we simulated the experimental 
susceptibility data using the most simple model possible. Indeed even with 21 
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members to dissect, definitive answers are difficult to come by. It is clear that the 
majority of family members are rather complicated molecules and we will need to 
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With the realisation that crystal packing effects may play an important role in 
influencing the properties of molecular materials, the field of crystal engineering has 
enabled scientists to develop an understanding of how intermolecular interactions 
synergistically work and how to deploy them to evolve new areas of chemical 
research.
1-3
 For this purpose, two special issues were recently devoted to the crystal 
engineering of molecular magnetic materials, highlighting the recent developments at 
the interface of supramolecular chemistry and molecular magnetism.
4-6
 
Although Single-Molecule Magnets (SMMs) are indeed molecules and their 
properties are of molecular origin, crystal packing effects, which include weak 
interactions (e.g. hydrogen bonding, π···π interactions etc), often influence their 
magnetic response especially at low temperatures.
7-15
 To this end, we have recently 
initiated a project to both study crystal packing effects upon SMM behaviour and to 
attempt to utilise SMMs as building blocks for the construction of supramolecular 




We recently demonstrated that certain members of a family of hexanuclear and 
trinuclear Mn
III
 complexes of general formulae [Mn
III
6O2(R-sao)6(O2CR)2(L)4-6] 
{hereafter denoted as [Mn6]} and [Mn
III
3O(R-sao)3(X)(L)3] {hereafter denoted as 




; L = 
solvent);
21-27
 with the latter being the analogous “half” molecules of the former, 
exhibit the phenomenon of single-molecule magnetism. We showed in each case that 
it was possible to significantly increase the ground spin state from S = 4 to S = 12 in 
the former and from S = 2 to S = 6 in the latter, enhancing the effective energy 
barrier for magnetisation reversal to record levels.
21-27 
The origin of the AFF 
switch arises from an intra-cluster structural distortion of the molecule induced by 
the ‘twisting’ of the (-Mn-N-O-) ring, as evidenced by the significant increases in the 
Mn-N-O-Mn torsion angles observed when derivatised salicylaldoximes were 
employed.
21, 27





an additional/alternative route to influence the magnetic response and that, in 
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combination with the high yields and solution stability of the molecular triangles, 
enables them to serve as building blocks. Since this system was found to be 
susceptible to subtle changes around the metal core, we reasoned that it would be 
possible to further influence their magnetic response by incorporating them into 




Taking advantage of the potentially “vacant” coordination axes on each Mn
III
 ion of 
[Mn3] this chapter describes the isolation of a series of discrete and infinite 
assemblies by attaching terminal (4-chlorostilbazole, 4Cl-sbz and 4-methylstilbazole, 
4Me-sbz) or bridging (4,4’-bipyridine, 4,4’-bpy and trans-1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethylene, 




























Scheme 4.1 The structural formulae of the ligands discussed in the text. 
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All manipulations were performed under aerobic conditions, using materials as 
received. CAUTION! Although no problems were encountered in this work, care 





 were synthesised following known procedures. 
The syntheses, structures and magnetic properties of the [Mn3] and [Mn6] precursors 
have already been reported.
21-27
 
General synthetic strategies: 
The supramolecular architectures reported here may be obtained using two synthetic 
procedures. The first involves the reaction of an appropriate Mn
II
 salt with a 
(substituted) salicylaldoxime and a base (Et3N, Et4NOH, MeONa or LiOH
.
H2O) in 
alcohol (MeOH or EtOH) to afford a dark green solution into which either solid or a 
CH2Cl2 solution of the pyridyl ligand was added resulting in the desired assemblies. 
The second procedure involves the synthesis and isolation of a precursor [Mn3] 
triangle (or [Mn6] in the case of 4.5) followed by dissolution in alcohol (MeOH or 
EtOH) or in a mixture of alcohol/CH2Cl2 and addition of solid or a CH2Cl2 solution 
of the pyridyl ligand. 
 
Diffraction data were collected at 150 K on a Bruker Smart Apex CCDC 
diffractometer, equipped with an Oxford Cryosystems LT device, using Mo 
radiation.
34
 See CIF files for full details. 


Variable temperature, solid-state direct current (dc) and alternating current (ac) 
magnetic susceptibility data down to 1.8 K were collected on a Quantum Design 
MPMS-XL SQUID magnetometer equipped with a 7 T dc magnet. Diamagnetic 
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For the sake of comparison, the structures of representative [Mn3] precursors are 
briefly discussed in terms of describing the structural features that we took under 










triangular unit with the three 1:1:1:-Et-sao2– ligands bridging along the edges of 
the [Mn3] core. A threefold axis which is perpendicular to the [Mn3] mean plane 
passes through the central 3-O
2–
, the perchlorate chlorine atom and one of the ClO4
–
 
oxygen atoms. A MeOH molecule is attached to each Mn
III
 ion, with all three being 
oriented on the same (bottom) side of the triangular unit which is further capped by a 
1:1:1:3 weakly coordinated ClO4
–
 anion on the opposite (upper) side. In this 
arrangement, each Mn
III
 ion adopts a distorted octahedral geometry and displays 
Jahn–Teller (JT) elongation, as expected for high-spin 3d
4
 ions in near octahedral 
geometry. The central 3-O
2–
 ion deviates by approximately 0.18 Å from the [Mn3] 
plane towards the terminally bonded MeOH molecules, while the phenyl groups of 
the Et-sao
2–
 ligands lean toward the perchlorate. The three Mn-N-O-Mn torsion 
angles are 42.12°. Due to the presence of the capping ClO4
–
 anion, the JT axes of the 
Mn
III
 ions are not parallel and form an angle of ~22.4° to each other and an angle of 
~12.96° to the [Mn3] plane converging towards the ClO4
–
 anion. Substitution of the 
terminally bound MeOH molecules at the bottom face of the [Mn3] triangle by 
substituted pyridine molecules such as -picoline (-pic) or 4-ethyl pyridine (4Etpy) 
does not disturb the metal core or the connectivity of the rest of the ligands resulting 
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Having in mind the shape of the [Mn3] triangles, we reasoned that substitution of the 
terminally bonded MeOH or pyridine ligands with longer pyridyl-type ligands such 
as the stilbazoles would create some sort of cavity at the bottom face of the [Mn3] 
plane. That came to fruition when 4Cl-sbz was introduced to the methanolic reaction 
mixture of Mn(ClO4)·6H2O/Ph-saoH2/Et3N from which [Mn
III
3O(Ph-sao)3(4Cl-
sbz)3(MeOH)3]2(OH)(ClO4)·2MeOH (4.1·2MeOH) was obtained. 
Complex 4.1 (Table 4.1, Fig. 4.2) crystallises in the rhombohedral space group R3̄  




 triangular unit with the three Ph-sao
2–
 ligands 
bridging in a 1:1:1: fashion along the edges of the [Mn3] core. A threefold 
rotation axis which is perpendicular to the [Mn3] mean plane passes through the 
central 3-O
2–
 (O111). A 4Cl-sbz molecule is attached to each Mn
III
 ion, with all 
three being oriented on the same (bottom) side of the [Mn3] plane which is further 
capped by three terminal MeOH molecules on the opposite (upper) side instead of 
the capping ClO4
–
 anion found in the precursors, resulting in a cationic [Mn3]
+
 
complex where all Mn
III
 atoms are in an axially elongated octahedral environment 
(Fig. 4.2). The three stilbazole molecules diverge from the bottom of the [Mn3] 
triangle toward the outside, creating an open bowl-shaped cavity. Two such [Mn3]
+
 
complexes have assembled with their bottom faces being parallel and face-to-face 
having turned by 60° along the three fold axis with respect to each other such that the 
4Cl-sbz of one [Mn3]
+









3O(Et-sao)3(-pic)3](ClO4). All hydrogen atoms and ethyl groups of the Et-sao
2-
 
ligands have been omitted for clarity. Colour code: Mn: purple, O: red, N: blue, Cl: 
yellow, C: grey. 
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In this [inter-digitated] arrangement, a closed cavity is formed where a disordered 
ClO4
–
 (over two positions with 50 % occupancy) is situated, being hydrogen bonded 
(with 12 H-bonds, 4 unique) to the pyridyl and ethylene hydrogen atoms of the 4Cl-









 units assemble in 
columns running along c with the upper faces of the [Mn3] units being face-to-face 
having a disordered OH
–
 in between them. The coordination of 4Cl-sbz has disturbed 
the metal core. The central µ3-O
2–
 ion deviates by ~0.272 Å from the [Mn3] plane 
towards the terminally bound 4Cl-sbz ligands, the phenyl groups of the Ph-sao
2–
 now 
lean toward the 4-chlorostilbazoles (i.e. toward the bottom face of the triangle) while 
the Mn-N-O-Mn torsion angles are reduced to 16.2°. 
 
  




 cation in 4.1. 
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3O(Ph-sao)3(4Me-sbz)3(EtOH)3]2(OH)(NO3) (4.2) (Table 4.1, Fig. 





 triangular unit with the three Ph-sao
2–
 ligands bridging in a 
1:1:1: fashion along the edges of the [Mn3] core. It is the nitrate version of 
complex 4.1 with three EtOH molecules at the upper side and three 4Me-sbz 
molecules at the bottom side of the [Mn3] triangle. The threefold rotation axis passes 
perpendicular to the [Mn3] mean plane through the central 3-O
2–
 (O111). Two 
[Mn3]
+
 units assemble in the same fashion as in 4.1 to form a cavity which hosts a 
disordered NO3
–
 (over two positions with 50 % occupancy), held by 9 hydrogen 








 assembly found in the 
crystals of 4.1. Most hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. Colour code as in Fig. 
4.1, H: cyan. Bottom right: space filling model of the assembly with the [Mn3]
+
 triangles 
in blue and green. 
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 assembly are again parallel but 
the distance between them is reduced to 15.83 Å due to the presence of the smaller 
nitrate ion in the cavity. A disordered OH
–





 units which also assemble in columns along c (Fig. 4.5). The central 3-O
2–
 
ion deviates by ~0.275 Å from the [Mn3] plane towards the 4Me-sbz ligands, the 
phenyl groups of the Ph-sao
2–
 lean toward the 4Me-sbz, while the Mn-N-O-Mn 
torsion angles are further reduced to 13.4°. Complexes 4.1 and 4.2 are rare examples 
of polynuclear metal complexes that have assembled not by coordination bonds
35-37
 






Figure 4.5 The {[Mn3]-(NO3
-
)-[Mn3]}(OH) columns in 4.2 along c. Similar packing is 
observed in {[Mn3]-(ClO4
-
)-[Mn3]}(OH) of 4.1. 
 




 assembly found in the crystals 
of 4.2. Most hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. Colour code as in Fig. 4.1, H: 
cyan. 
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Aiming to create an extended network by assembling the molecular triangles, we 
employed 4,4’-bipyridine (4,4’-bpy) in the methanolic reaction mixture of 
Mn(ClO4)·6H2O/Et-saoH2/MeONa from which {[Mn
III
3O(Et-sao)3(4,4’-
bpy)2(MeOH)]ClO4·1.5MeOH·Et2O}n (4.3·1.5MeOH·Et2O) was obtained after Et2O 
diffusion. Complex 4.3 (Table 4.1, Fig. 4.6) crystallises in the monoclinic space 




 triangular unit with the three 1:1:1:-
Et-sao
2–
 ligands bridging along the edges of the [Mn3] core and the central µ3-O
2–
 ion 
(O123) deviating only ~0.015 Å from the [Mn3] plane. The Mn-N-O-Mn torsion 
angles are 28.41° for Mn1-N-O-Mn3, 12.79° for Mn3-N-O-Mn2 and 14.92° for 
Mn2-N-O-Mn1. The [Mn3] triangles and the 4,4’-bpy ligands have assembled to 
create a ladder-like one dimensional polymer with two 4,4’-bpy molecules bridging 
between the [Mn3] units (Fig. 4.6). In this arrangement, Mn1 is in an axially 
elongated octahedral environment with two pyridyl4,4’-bpy
 
nitrogen atoms at the axial 
positions, Mn2 is in a square pyramidal environment with a pyridyl4,4’-bpy
 
nitrogen 
atom at the axial position and Mn3 is in an axially elongated octahedral environment 
with a methanol oxygen atom and a pyridyl4,4’-bpy
 
nitrogen atom at the axial positions. 
 
A careful inspection of the {-[Mn3]-(4,4’-bpy)2-[Mn3]-}n chain reveals that Mn1 is 
connected (through a 4,4’-bpy) to a Mn2 on its right and to a Mn3 on its left (Fig. 
4.6). This arrangement dictates that the [Mn3] core turns around along the polymer 
axis and this in turn creates a four component repeating unit ([Mn3]4)n as shown in 
Fig. 4.7. Every two [Mn3] planes within the four component repeating unit are 
parallel (i.e. plane 1  plane 2 and plane 3  plane 4 in Fig. 4.7) and separated by 
 
Figure 4.6 View of the polymeric chain of 4.3. Colour code as in Fig. 4.1. Symmetry 
codes: a: ½-x, 3/2-y, b: -z; -x, y, ½-z. 
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11.228 Å, while the distance between the central 3-O
2–
 of planes 2 and 3 is 12.145 
Å. The two sets of parallel planes form an angle of 19.03°. 
 
In order to further exploit the ability of the [Mn3] triangles to form polymeric 
structures we employed the longer bis-pyridyl ligand trans-1,2-bis(4-
pyridyl)ethylene (4,4’-bpe) into a methanolic reaction mixture of Mn(ClO4)2·6H2O 
and saoH2. Dark green crystals of {[Mn
III
3O(sao)3(4,4’-bpe)1.5]ClO4·3MeOH}n 
(4.4·3MeOH) were obtained after slow evaporation of the solution. Complex 4.4 





3O(sao)3]ClO4 units and 4,4’-bpe molecules. 
 
The components have assembled to form a 2D coordination polymer (Fig. 4.9) where 
the 4,4’-bpe molecules bridge the [Mn3] units. Three 
1
:1:1:-sao2– ligands and a 
capping ClO4
–
 anion surround the [Mn3] unit in 4.4. A threefold axis passes through 
the central 3-O
2–
 (O2), the ClO4
–
 chlorine atom (Cl20) and one of the perchlorate 
oxygen atoms (O22) and is perpendicular to the [Mn3] plane. The Mn
III
 ions are in 
 
Figure 4.8 The molecular structure of the triangle in 4.4. All hydrogen atoms have been 
omitted for clarity. Colour code as in Fig. 4.1. 
 
Figure 4.7 The four component repeating unit found in 4.3. Colour code: Mn1: green, 
Mn2: orange, Mn3: yellow, O: red. 
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axially elongated octahedral environments with the JT axes [O21-Mn1-N13] 
converging towards the ClO4
– 





3O(Et-sao)3(-pic)3](ClO4). A 4,4’-bpe molecule is 
attached to each Mn
III
 ion, with all three being oriented on the same (bottom) side of 
the [Mn3] plane. The central 3-O
2–
 ion deviates by 0.303 Å from the [Mn3] plane 
toward the 4,4’-bpe molecules while the Mn-N-O-Mn torsion angles have increased 
to 17.27° in comparison to those in 4.1 and 4.2, but are still much smaller than those 






Figure 4.9 Top and side views of the 2D (6,3)-net of 4.4. All hydrogen atoms and most of 
the carbon atoms of the sao
2-
 ligands have been omitted for clarity. Colour code as in Fig. 
4.1. 
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The 2D network adopted by 4.4 conforms to a (6,3) regular net with the [Mn3] units 
acting as three-connected nodes (Fig. 4.9). Due to the peculiar shape of the [Mn3] 
unit which is non-planar and the orientation of the connection sites on the [Mn3] 
cluster which are all pointing toward the same side of the [Mn3] plane and 
converging towards the ClO4
–
 side, the 2D network is highly distorted such that the 
[Mn3] units are placed alternately above and below the mean plane of the 2D net. 
This arrangement gives rise to the formation of conical cavities within the body of 
the 2D framework which are approximately 12.6 Å thick (Fig. 4.9). The upper rims 
of the conical cavities are pointing alternately above and below the plane of the net 
such that half of the rims of the cavities point above and half below the layer. Each 
cavity is composed of a [Mn3] unit, which serves as the bottom of the cavity and 
three 4,4’-bpe molecules, while three other [Mn3] units from the same net are 
attached to each of the three 4,4’-bpe molecules narrowing the “gates” of the 
cavities’ rims. 
A salient feature of the structure of 4.4 is that the size of each {[Mn3](4,4’-
bpe)3[Mn3]3} cavity is large enough to host a [Mn3] unit of an adjacent net (Figs. 
4.10 and 4.11). This host-guest interaction is further supported by three hydrogen-
bonding interactions that involve one of the pyridyl C-H groups of the three cavity-
forming 4,4’-bpe molecules and the uncoordinated oxygen atom of the ClO4
–
 that 
caps the [Mn3] guest [one unique: C15-H151···O22 = 3.363 Å]. The [Mn3] guest is in 
an eclipse orientation with respect to the [Mn3] at the bottom of the host cavity while 
the three [Mn3] units at the rim’s gate of the conical cavity prohibit the [Mn3] guest 
from exiting (Fig. 4.10). Therefore, each [Mn3] serves as (i) the bottom for the 
conical cavity, (ii) one of the gate-keepers of a neighbouring cavity while (iii) acting 
as the guest for a cavity belonging to a neighbouring net. 
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Each layer is interlocked with two other layers, one above and one below the middle 
layer’s plane, resulting in an entangled array with an increased dimensionality (i.e. 
from 2D to 3D) (Fig. 4.12). This interlocking is purely supramolecular in nature 
since it is based on host-guest and hydrogen bonding interactions as described above. 
Each layer acts as a host and at the same time as a guest to both neighbouring layers. 
In principle the layers of 4.4 could be disentangled by stretching out, but that is 
prohibited since it is impossible to have the 4,4’-bpe molecules and the [Mn3] units 
in the same plane due to the orientation of the connection sites on the [Mn3] units. 
From the topological point of view, the interlocking of the 2D layers of 4.4 does not 
belong to any known type of entanglement.
40-49
 Topological entanglement (i.e. 
interpenetration and polycatenation) is easily excluded since (i) the dimensionality in 
 
Figure 4.11 Views of conical “ice-cream cone” within an “ice-cream cone” units in 4.4. 
 
Figure 4.10 Side (left) and top (right) views of the [Mn3]⊂{Mn3](4,4’-bpe)3[Mn3]3} in 
4.4. 
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4.4 increases due to the entanglement, (ii) no bond-breaking is required to 
disentangle the layers, thus excluding interpenetration
42-45
 and (ii) the closed circuits 
[i.e. the hexagonal rings of the (6,3) net of 4.4] are not catenated (i.e. do not form 





 can also be excluded since none of the closed 
loops [i.e. the hexagonal circuits of the (6,3) net of 4.4] are threaded. 
 
That the layers of 4.4 form cavities to host the [Mn3] units of neighbouring layers 
resulting in an architecture of increased dimensionality means that that this is a new 
type of supramolecular entanglement where real host-guest interactions are 
responsible for the interlocking. 
The next step was to employ a [Mn6] SMM instead of a [Mn3] as a precursor. For 
this purpose, [Mn
III
6O2(Et-sao)6(O2CPh)2(EtOH)4(H2O)2] was treated with 4,4-bpe in 
EtOH to produce dark green crystals of [{Mn
III
3O(Et-sao)3(O2CPh)(EtOH)}2{4,4’-
bpe}2] (4.5). Complex 4.5 (Table 4.1, Fig. 4.13) crystallises in the monoclinic space 




 triangular units with the three 
1:1:1:-Et-sao2– ligands bridging along the edges of the [Mn3] core and two 4,4’-
bpe molecules bridging the [Mn3] triangles. An inversion centre in the middle of the 
molecule correlates the two [Mn3] units. The two 4,4’-bpe molecules are organised 
between the two [Mn3] clusters in a face-to-face stacked arrangement and separated 
 
Figure 4.12 View of four entangled layers in the crystal of 4.4. 
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by 3.5 Å. Two phenyl groups of two Et-sao
2–
 ligands are twisted towards the 4,4’-
bpe side with the third pointing in the opposite direction. Two of the three Mn
III
 ions 
are in distorted octahedral environments with the third adopting a square pyramidal 
geometry. The capping 3-ClO4
–
 in 4.4 and in the [Mn3] precursors has been replaced 
by a syn, syn -PhCO2
–
 and a terminal EtOH molecule. 
 
The ligation of the PhCO2
–
 and the EtOH molecules has destroyed the three fold 
rotation axis present in 4.1, 4.2 and the three fold axis in 4.4, thus releasing the JT 
axes on the Mn
III
 ions from converging towards the same side of the [Mn3] plane. 
The Mn
III
 ions that coordinate to the 4,4’-bpe molecules are those in the octahedral 
environment, with the oxygen atoms from a PhCO2
–
 and an EtOH molecule on the 
apical positions opposite the nitrogen atoms (N4 and N5) of the 4,4’-bpe molecules. 
The JT axes on those Mn
III
 ions are inclined to each other at an angle of 19.13° [O10-
Mn1N5∠O8-Mn3-N4], and are thus more twisted than the analogous axes in their 
[Mn3] precursors, 4.1, 4.2 and 4.4, although they do not converge towards the 
PhCO2
–
 and the EtOH ligands. The central µ3-O
2–
 ion deviates by 0.274 Å from the 
[Mn3] plane toward the 4,4’-bpe molecules. The Mn-N-O-Mn torsion angles are 
24.17° for Mn1-N-O-Mn2, 10.62° for Mn2-N-O-Mn3 and 42.73° for Mn32-N-O-
Mn1. The replacement of the ClO4
–
 ligands by a PhCO2
–
 and the EtOH molecule in 
4.5 has lowered the local symmetry around the [Mn3] cluster giving rise to a polygon 
(i.e. a rectangle) instead of a coordination polymer as in 4.3 and 4.4. Alternatively, 
4.5 might be described as a “dimer of clusters” or a “pair of clusters”
20, 50, 51
 which is 
 
Figure 4.13 The rectangular hexanuclear assembly of 5. All hydrogen and some carbon 
atoms have been removed for clarity. Colour code as in Fig. 4.1. Symmetry code: a: -x, 1-
y, -z. 
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a rather new perspective of looking at how magnetic clusters can be arranged in the 








Dc magnetic susceptibility studies were carried out on powdered crystalline samples 
of 4.1-4.5 in the temperature range 5 - 300 K in a field of 0.1 T. The χMT vs. T data 
for 4.2, 4.3 and 4.5 are plotted in Fig. 4.14 with their simulations (solid lines). The 
data for complexes 4.1 and 4.4 have been omitted as they are essentially identical to 
4.2 and 4.5, respectively. Room-temperature χMT values for all complexes range 




, lower than the expected spin-only (g = 2) value for 
three non-interacting Mn
III




, suggesting the presence of 
dominant antiferromagnetic exchange. In all cases the χMT values decrease gradually 
as temperature is decreased until approximately 150 K where they drop more rapidly 




 at 5 K. 
 
Complex 4.3 was successfully simulated
53
 employing the Hamiltonian of equation 
(1) describing the 2-J model (isosceles triangle) shown in Scheme 4.2, giving a 
 
Figure 4.14 χMT vs. T plots for complexes 4.2 (), 4.3 () and 4.5 (). The solid lines 
represent simulations of the experimental data. 
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ground state S = 2 and the parameters g = 1.98, J1 = –2.80 and J2 = –0.80 cm
–1
, with 
the first excited state (S = 1) 4.80 cm
–1
 above the ground state. 
Complex 4.5 was successfully simulated using the 3-J model (scalene triangle) of 
equation (2) [Scheme 4.2], affording a ground state S = 2 and the parameters g = 
1.97, J1 = –1.30, J2 = –2.80 and J3 = 1.20 cm
–1
, with the first excited state (S = 3) 
11.81 cm
–1
 above the ground state. The isosceles versus scalene triangle models were 
employed based on the symmetry of the [Mn3] unit and the number of significantly 
different Mn-N-O-Mn torsion angles. 
 
 = –2J1(1·2 + 2·3) –2J2(1·3)   (1) 
 
 = –2J1(1·2) –2J2(2·3) –2J3(1·3)  (2) 
 
Complex 4.2 has crystallographically imposed three-fold symmetry and its 
susceptibility data could not be reproduced satisfactorily. S = 2 is not the anticipated 
ground state for an antiferromagnetic triangle that possesses idealised three-fold 
symmetry [an equilateral triangle with the same J across all three exchange 
pathways). In fact, one expects a singlet, S = 0, ground state due to the frustration 
inherent in the topology. Our previous studies of isolated (molecular) [Mn3] triangles 
have only been successful for those molecules in which the frustration has been 
relieved, i.e. the most distorted complexes.
27
 Indeed only two examples of low-spin 
[Mn3] complexes from a very large family of molecules, have yielded any useful 
information - even from single crystal EPR.
27
 The presence of weak exchange 




Scheme 4.2 Schematic detailing the 2-J (isosceles triangle) and 3-J (scalene triangle) 
models employed to simulate the experimental data for 4.3 and 4.5, respectively. The 
different coupling constants (J1-J3) represent exchange between metal ions via 
significantly different Mn-N-O-Mn torsion angles. 
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, have resulted 
in a series of discrete and infinite supramolecular architectures featuring self-
assembled dimers of triangles that have assembled not by coordination bonds but by 





) by C-H···O interactions, a 1D coordination polymer in which the 
repeating unit is different than the asymmetric unit,
54
 a 2D coordination polymer that 
exhibits a novel type of a supramolecular entanglement which is based on host-guest 
interactions and increases the dimensionality of the bulk material to 3D and a 
polygon. The construction of the polygon was rationalised in terms of changing the 
capping ClO4
–
, that forces the connection coordination axes on each Mn
III
 ion of the 
[Mn3] precursor to converge towards its side, to a PhCO2
–
 and an EtOH molecule 
that lower the local symmetry around the [Mn3], releasing the JT connection axes 
and therefore directing the self-assembly process. The [Mn3] core has proved itself 
stable enough to maintain its integrity upon reaction with various pyridyl ligands and 
at the same time adaptable to changes and does that by altering its local symmetry. 
Although these characteristics proved fruitful/compelling for the construction of the 
supramolecular architectures, they also proved disadvantageous for the construction 
of magnetic materials since the changes in the magnetic core dramatically reduced 
the Mn-N-O-Mn torsion angles resulting in materials with small spin ground states. 
In other words, the use of long pyridyl-type ligands has the effect of flattening the 
triangular building blocks and thus promoting AF exchange through the oximate 
bridges affording [Mn3] units with S = 2 ground states. We further exploit the 
possibility of utilising the [Mn3] and [Mn6] as building blocks for the construction of 
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